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 Marketing Art in Antwerp, 1460-1560: Our Lady's Pand

 Dan Ewing

 The Pand market operated by the Church of Our Lady in Antwerp from 1460 to
 1560, during the annual trade fairs, was the largest and most important public art
 market in Europe for most of the period. The financial history of Our Lady's Pand
 is well documented, since the church 's account books survive and record the income
 received from the Pand for the years 1468-1560. These accounts are analyzed, and
 the findings combined with information from other contemporary sources, to pro-
 vide a picture of the Pand's operation, scale, growth, and decline. The origin of
 the Pand is placed against the backdrop of earlier art-marketing efforts in Antwerp,
 and its decline is presented as a function of the changing market dynamics in the
 mid-sixteenth century.

 The first showroom in post-Classical Europe to be con-
 structed expressly for the exhibition and sale of works of
 art was opened in Antwerp in 1460. Built by the Church
 of Our Lady (the future Cathedral of Antwerp), the court-
 yard known as Our Lady's Pand displayed and sold paint-
 ings, sculpture, books, and prints during the Antwerp fairs,
 and was in operation from 1460 until its demolition in 1560.
 The Pand was both a symptom and an agent of the new
 practice of producing art on speculation for the open mar-
 ket, which, as Lorne Campbell has demonstrated, devel-
 oped in the Southern Netherlands during the fifteenth cen-
 tury.1 The historical importance of Our Lady's Pand,
 arguably the first authentic art salesroom, qua salesroom,
 and the largest and one of the most enduring of all art mar-
 kets in Europe prior to 1550, has long been recognized.
 Both economic historians and art historians have explored
 the extant church accounts relating to the finances and art-
 ists of the Pand. Art historians, however, have been con-
 siderably less thorough than their economic colleagues in
 exploiting this source, and a systematic study of the ar-

 chival record, from the point of view of art marketing, has
 never been undertaken.2

 The account books of the Church of Our Lady, now part
 of the Cathedral Archives, record the income received from
 the rental of stalls to artists exhibiting at Our Lady's Pand

 during the years 1468-1560.3 As will be seen, only the last
 of the three different methods used in recording income
 furnishes detailed information about artist-renters. More-

 over, as part of ledgers of receipt and expenditure, the Pand
 accounts are frustratingly mute in relation to art practices.
 Yet even with these limitations, the accounts constitute our
 richest source of documentation for any of the early Ant-
 werp art markets. Among other things, the accounts give
 a quantitative definition to the scale and growth of public
 art retailing in Antwerp; they provide information about
 hitherto unknown auxiliary markets around the Pand; they
 give some idea of the general levels of activity of those
 artists and printers exhibiting at the Pand during the 1540s
 and 1550s; and they evoke, indirectly, the dramatic changes
 occurring in the city's marketplace in the mid-sixteenth cen-

 A preliminary version of this paper was read at the session on art markets
 at the 1988 College Art Association meeting in Houston. I wish to thank
 Jean Wilson, who chaired the session, and fellow participants Zirka
 Filipczak and John Michael Montias for their comments and encourage-
 ment. I would also like to express my gratitude to Kristine Forney, Alan
 Frishman, J. van den Nieuwenhuizen, and Kathryn Vaughn for their as-
 sistance, and to Elena Ciletti, Lynn Jacobs, and J.M. Montias for their
 careful reading of the text and constructive criticism. My greatest debt is
 to Lynn Jacobs and Jan van der Stock, who have been uncommonly help-
 ful throughout. Funding for the research, here gratefully acknowledged,
 was provided by the National Endowment for the Humanities and Hobart
 and William Smith Colleges.

 1 Campbell, 194-198. Other studies of Early Netherlandish art markets
 include E. Baes, "La Peinture flamande et son enseignement sous le regime
 des confreries de St.-Luc," Memoires couronnes et memoires des savants

 htrangers [de] l'Acadhmie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-
 Arts de Belgique, xLIv, 1882, 87ff; Floerke; Koch; Wilson; B. Dubbe and
 W. Vroom, "Patronage and the Art Market in the Netherlands during the
 Sixteenth Century," in Kunst voor de beeldenstorm: Noordnederlandse
 kunst, 1520-1560, exh. cat., Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, 1986, ii, 29-37;

 J.C. Wilson, "Marketing Paintings in Late Medieval Belgium," in Artistes,
 artisans et production artistique au Moyen Age: Rapports provisoires, ii,
 Paris, 1986, 1759-66; and Jacobs.

 2 The Cathedral accounts have been thoroughly utilized by Van der Wee
 and by Vroom, as part of larger studies of Antwerp's economy and the
 church's finances, respectively. Information from the accounts concerning
 artists is incorporated into Rombouts and Van Lerius, in footnote material
 on individual artists; into A. Rouzet, ed., Dictionnaire des imprimeurs,
 libraires et editeurs des XVe et XVIe siecles dans les limites geographiques
 de la Belgique actuelle, Nieuwkoop, 1975, in entries on Antwerp printers
 who exhibited at the Pand; and into F Prims, "De Kunstenaars in O.L.V.
 Pand te Antwerpen in 1543," Bijdragen tot de geschiedenis, inzonderheid
 van het oud hertogdom Brabant, xvi, 1938, 296-300 (partial transcription
 of one year's account). For the other literature on the Pand, see Van der

 Wee, i, 503-506, ii, 165-166; Vroom, 80-84, 86-87; Van der Straelen, 24-
 29; Thys, 361-365; Floerke, 8ff; E. Geudens, Plaatsbeschrijving der straten
 van Antwerpen en omtrek, voor het charterboek van 1374 der H. Geest-
 kapel van de O.-L-Vrouwekerk, iii, Brecht, 1909, 13-15; Wilson, 478-479;
 Koch, 56; Wilson (as in n. 1), 1763-64; and Jacobs, 209, 212, 213, 219.

 3 KAA, OR.
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 tury. When information from the accounts is combined with
 other contemporary materials, a fairly substantial picture
 of the operation and history of the Pand emerges.

 Before turning to the sources, however, a few remarks
 about context are necessary. Our Lady's Pand, for all its
 originality, was based upon significant Antwerp prece-
 dents, notably the sale of uncommissioned art during the
 fairs and the establishment, beginning in the 1430s, of the
 city's first organized art markets.

 The Antwerp Fairs and Early Art Sales
 The growth of the Antwerp art trade was a function of

 the city's expanding economy, especially during the six-
 teenth century.4 The sale and exportation of luxury goods
 was one of the distinguishing features of the Antwerp mar-
 ketplace, which for about seven decades (1501-68) reigned
 as the commercial and financial capital of the European
 world economy, a position it had wrested from Venice.5
 The basis of Antwerp's commercial life was its biannual
 fairs: the Pentecost Fair or Sinxenmarkt, which began on
 the second Sunday before Pentecost, and the St. Bavo's Fair
 or Bamismarkt (in French, Foire de St. Remy), which began
 on the second Sunday after Assumption (August 15).6 Typ-
 ically, the fairs lasted six weeks each, though this some-
 times varied greatly. Fairs were "free" markets used by for-
 eign merchants and local and regional craftsmen, who
 displayed their goods at stalls set up in streets, squares,
 cloisters, halles, panden, and shops throughout town. Ven-
 dors selling the same goods customarily congregated in the
 same locations. Pand markets were the extension of this

 principle.
 By the 1480s, the scale of Antwerp's fairs was so great

 that German merchants were claiming they had surpassed
 the fairs of Lyons, their chief rival.7 A more concrete in-
 dication of the fairs' growth was the constant pressure to
 prolong their duration and to practice flexibility in their
 scheduling. As early as 1465, the city announced its inten-
 tion of becoming a permanent fair market, and between
 1468 and 1520 it repeatedly extended fair times, over the
 loud objections of Bruges.A By the second quarter of the
 sixteenth century, Antwerp had essentially become a per-
 manent market.9 Although the fairs continued to be held,
 they were important mainly as times of payment for trans-
 actions occurring year-round.10

 One of the distinctive features of the Antwerp fairs was
 the proliferation of specialized markets. Halles for cloth
 sales, for example, were established on the Maalderijstraat
 and in houses and courtyards along the Hoogstraat, while
 panden were even more ubiquitous.11 Although today the
 medieval pand is often identified either as a monastic clois-
 ter or an arcaded courtyard, with galleries used for retail-
 ing, in Antwerp the term was applied to specialized sales-
 rooms in a variety of types of buildings or spaces. A pand
 could be located as readily in an existing house, a new
 building, or a commercial exchange as in a cloister or court-
 yard. In addition to Our Lady's Pand, leading Antwerp
 panden included the Dominican Pand (1445), the Painters'
 Pand at the New Exchange (1540), the Tapestry Pand in
 the Schuttershoven (1553), the Jewelers' Pand (1553), and
 the Silversmiths' Pand (1553), but there were others be-

 4 The basic study of Antwerp's economic expansion is Van der Wee.

 s In addition to Van der Wee and nn. 6-10, see J.-A. van Houtte, "Anvers

 aux XVe et XVIe siecles - Expansion et apog6e," Annales: Economies,
 societes, civilisations, 1961, 248-278; R. Doehaerd, Etudes Anversoises:
 Documents sur la commerce international a Anvers, 1488-1514, 3 vols.,
 Paris, 1962-63; L. Voet, Antwerp, the Golden Age: The Rise and Glory
 of the Metropolis in the Sixteenth Century, trans. R. Kaye, Antwerp,
 1973; Genootschap voor Antwerpse Geschiedenis, Antwerpen in de XVIe
 eeuw, Antwerp, 1975; Braudel, 1984, 143-157; and W. Brulez, "Bruges
 and Antwerp in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries: An Antithesis?"
 Acta Historiae Neerlandicae, vi, 1973, 1-26. On Antwerp as a luxury
 market, see J.-A. Goris, Etude sur les colonies marchandes meridionales
 (Portugais, Espagnols, Italiens) a Anvers de 1488 ac 1567, Louvain, 1925,

 429-442; Van der Wee, ii, 181, 187, 377, 415; Voet, 309-311; R. van Uytven,
 "What is New Socially and Economically in the Sixteenth-Century Neth-
 erlands?" Acta Historiae Neerlandicae, vii, 1974, 34; and J.-A. van Houtte,
 An Economic History of the Low Countries, 800-1800, New York, 1977,
 170-173.

 6 The Antwerp fairs were part of the annual cycle constituting the Fairs
 of Brabant, which also included the Easter Fair and the Cold Fair at Ber-

 gen-op-Zoom. See J.-A. van Houtte, "La Genese du grand march6 inter-
 national d'Anvers a la fin du Moyen Age," Revue belge de philologie et
 d'histoire, xIx, 1940, 87-126; idem, "Les Foires dans la Belgique ancienne,"
 in Recueils de la Societe Jean Bodin, v: La Foire, Brussels, 1953, 175-205;
 Van der Wee, II, 18-28, 37-41, 73-83; and C.J.F. Slootmans, Paas- en Kou-
 demarkten te Bergen op Zoom, 1365-1565, 3 vols., Tilburg, 1985. For a
 general discussion of European fairs, see Braudel, 1982, 82-94.

 7 Coornaert, II, 140.

 8 Ibid., 140-142; Van Houtte (as in n. 5), 193; 0. De Smedt, De Engelse

 natie te Antwerpen in de 16de eeuw (1496-1582), II, Antwerp, 1954, 451;
 Van der Wee, II, 104.

 9 Voet (as in n. 5), 153; cf. Vroom, 84.

 10 R. Ehrenberger, Capital and Finance in the Age of the Renaissance: A
 Study of the Fuggers, trans. H.M. Lucas, New York, n.d., 239, 247, 310;
 F. Edler, "The Van der Molen, Commission Merchants of Antwerp: Trade
 with Italy, 1538-44," in Medieval and Historiographical Essays in Honor
 of James Westfall Thompson, Chicago, 1938, 115.

 11 For the Antwerp halles, see Thys, 18-19, 32, 562-567; Coornaert, II,
 147-148; J. Wegg, Antwerp, 1477-1550: From the Battle of Nancy to the
 Treaty of Cateau-Cambresis, London, 1916, 218; and on halls generally,
 Braudel, 1982, 33-36. On Antwerp panden, see Thys, 361-365; Voet (as
 in n. 5), 328-330; Geudens (as in n. 2), II, 1906, 326; III, 1909, 13-15;
 Vroom, 126, n. 268. For multiple panden in Bergen, see Slootmans (as in
 n. 6), I, 271, 277, 278, 314, 318-336, 350; III, 1193.

 The word pand (pant), which has no English equivalent, probably de-
 rives from the French pan, in its meaning, "section of a wall." In the
 Middle Ages and Renaissance, the term carried a variety of meanings, the
 last two of which (in the following list) survive in modern Dutch: (1) a
 section of a wall or part of a building; (2) an ambulatory around the choir
 of a church (koorpand); (3) a cloister or gallery where merchandise is
 sold; (4) a specified value for money; (5) a legal certainty, as in a notarial
 oath; (6) a burden laid upon someone; (7) an article given in pledge (se-
 curity or pawn); and (8) premises or, more specifically, a legal residence
 (pandhuis). By the 16th century, the market meaning of the term was
 common. In his Dictionary, Plantin defined pandt: "Un pan de muraille,

 ou une galerie ou cloitre, lieu o0i on vend quelque marchandise." See E. Verwijs and J. Verdam, eds., Middelnederlandsch woordenboek, vi, The
 Hague, 1907, cols. 93-103, 106.
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 sides.12 Most panden were speciality markets serving the
 luxury trade.

 The earliest reference to uncommissioned art being of-
 fered for sale at the Antwerp fairs comes from the Chron-
 icle of the New Church in Delft, which records the visit of
 an out-of-town "artist and master" who stopped in Delft
 several years before 1411 while en route to the fairs of Ant-
 werp and Bruges to market his works, one of which was
 a sculptured Pieta.13 In 1422 the aldermanic registers in Ant-
 werp begin recording the sale of works of art, documenting
 the practice of parish churches in Brabant, Flanders, and
 the Northern Netherlands sending representatives to the
 Antwerp fairs to buy altarpieces, most of which were prob-
 ably ready-made.14 By the 1440s the Medici were instruct-
 ing their agents in Bruges to go to the Antwerp fairs to buy
 paintings and tapestries, which they did and shipped to
 Florence in sacks of wool for protection.15

 In 1438 the first mention of special locations for art sales
 in Antwerp is recorded in the travel journal of Pero Tafur,
 an Andalusian nobleman.16 He noted that "paintings of
 every kind" were displayed at the Franciscan monastery
 during the fairs, that gold- and silverwork were sold at the
 Dominican monastery, and that tapestries were sold at the
 Church of St. John.17 His reference to a Franciscan mon-
 astery must mean the Beghard convent - the Antwerp Beg-
 hards were Franciscan tertiaries - rather than the Min-

 derbroedersklooster, since the Friars Minor were not es-
 tablished in Antwerp until 1446.18 Nothing further is known
 about the Beghard picture market, unfortunately, but the
 market at the Dominican friary, which in 1445 was for-
 mally authorized as a pand, the Predikheerenpand, is well

 documented.
 The Dominican Pand was held in the cloister in the

 southwest corner of the friary, on the site where the Cal-
 varieberg, still extant, was erected in 1709 (Fig. 1, lower
 right).19 It was run as a kind of consortium, with stalls let
 out during the fairs to the Antwerp Guild of St. Eligius
 (gold- and silversmiths, already established at the friary),
 the St. Nicholas Guild (jewelers and tapestry weavers), and
 the Guilds of St. Luke of Antwerp (painters and sculptors)
 and Brussels (painters). Exhibitors came from towns
 throughout Brabant, Flanders, and the Northern Nether-
 lands; most members of the St. Nicholas Guild were from
 outside Antwerp, and Brussels painters outnumbered their
 Antwerp counterparts in the fifteenth century. An array of
 goods was displayed, including paintings, sculpture, tap-
 estries, gold- and silverwork, jewelry, diamonds, cloth, silk,
 carpets, and knives. The Dominican Pand was a spe-
 cialized market only in the sense that it was reserved for
 luxury wares.

 It enjoyed immediate success. It was enlarged in 1460,
 when a supplemental pand was added, and again in 1479,
 when a new pand was constructed at the urging of the Brus-
 sels painters. A dispute over the use of the various panden
 led the Antwerp Painters' Guild to sue the Dominicans, and
 when by 1480 no resolution had been reached (a counter-
 suit and second lawsuit were filed), the Antwerp and Brus-
 sels Guilds of St. Luke left the Dominican Pand.20 After

 their departure, the Pand remained a market for jewelers,
 tapestry weavers, and goldsmiths until its demise in the
 1550s, under competition from larger and more specialized
 panden. The Pand was dismantled in 1581, although art

 12 In addition to the nine panden discussed in the text (see n. 159 for a
 full listing), there may have been others. The cloister in the Franciscan
 friary on the Mutsaertstraat was known as Het Pandhof, and Antwerp
 also had a St. Jorispant at which stalls with (art?) goods were displayed.
 See A. de Lattin, Evoluties van het Antwerpsche stadsbeeld, Geschied-
 kundige kronijken, ii, Antwerp, 1942, 86; J. van der Stock, "Enkele
 nieuwe gegevens over Cornelis Matsys (1510/11-april 1556/januari 1557),"
 Jaarboek van het Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerpen,
 1984, 125, doc. 5.

 13 J.M. Montias, Artists and Artisans in Delft: A Socio-Economic Study
 of the Seventeenth Century, Princeton, 1982, 12-13.

 14 See G. Asaert, "Documenten voor de geschiedenis van de beeldhouw-
 kunst te Antwerpen in de XVe eeuw," Jaarboek van het Koninklijk Mu-
 seum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerpen, 1972, 45ff, docs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7,
 9, 10, 12-14, 17-19, 22, 24, 25, 27; and cf. Jacobs, 212.

 15 A. Grunzweig, Correspondance de la filiale de Bruges des M dicis, pt.
 1, Brussels, 1931, xxII; R. de Roover, The Rise and Decline of the Medici
 Bank, 1397-1494, Cambridge, Mass., 1968, 144, 435, n. 15, cf. 320. A
 letter of 1448 from an agent in Bruges to Giovanni de' Medici, concerning
 the search for a suitable tapestry at the Antwerp fair, is published in C.
 Gilbert, ed., Italian Art, 1400-1500 (Sources and Documents in the His-
 tory of Art), Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1980, 110.

 16 H. vander Linden, "Le Voyage de P. Tafur en Brabant, en Flandre et
 en Artois (1438)," Revue du nord, v, 1914, 216-231.

 17 "En un monesterio de Sant Francisco se vende todo lo de pintura, e en

 una yglesia de Sant Juan todos los pafios de Ras, 4 en un monesterio de
 Sant Domingo toda la orfebreria de oro . . ."; M.J. de la Espade, ed.,
 Andancas e viajes de Pero Tafur por diversas partes del mundo avidos
 (1435-1439), Madrid, 1874, 259. A Dutch translation, with commentary,

 is in J.-A. Goris, Lof van Antwerpen: Hoe reizigers Antwerpen zagen,
 van de XVe tot de XXe eeuw, Brussels, 1940, 24-27. It was Campbell
 (p. 196) who first drew attention to Tafur in relation to art marketing. I
 have been unable to identify the church of St. John; it must be a chapel
 or, more probably, a monastic church.

 18 The Antwerp Beghards, founded in 1296, had adopted the Third Rule
 of St. Francis in 1361; their convent was located on the Eiermarkt, near
 the present Beggaardenstraat. See, generally, E.W. McDonnell, The Be-
 guines and Beghards in Medieval Culture, With Special Emphasis on the
 Belgian Scene, New Brunswick, N.J., 1954, 246-265; F. Callaey, "De Ne-
 derlandsch Beggaarden in St.-Franciscus' Derde Orde en de weefnijverheid
 tijden den middeleeuwen," Neerlandia Franciscana, I, 1914, 7-32; and, for

 Antwerp, J. Vannerius, Documents concernant le Tiers-Ordre ad Anvers
 et ses rapports avec l'industrie drapiere (1296-1572), Brussels, 1910; and
 J. LeLeu, "De Beggaarden te Antwerpen, 1296-1474 (Hoofdstuk IIi: Het
 dagelijks leven)," Franciscana, xxxiv, 1979, 135-157. I am indebted to J.
 van den Nieuwenhuizen for assisting me with the identification of Tafur's
 "Franciscan monastery."

 19 The Dominican friary was located on the Zwartzustersstraat; the pres-
 ent St.-Pauluskerk (16th century) is the former Dominican church. On
 the Pand, see Thys, 362, 532; J. Denuce, "De Beurs van Antwerpen: Oor-
 sprong en eerste ontwikkeling, 15e en 16e eeuwen," Antwerpsch Archie-
 venblad, vi (n.s.), 1931, 83-85; D. Schlugheit, "De Antwerpsche gouds-
 meden bij de Predikheeren," Bijdragen tot de geschiedenis, inzonderheid
 van het oud hertogdom Brabant, xxvIII, 1937, 268-278; idem, "De Pre-
 dikheerenpand en St.-Niklaasgilde te Antwerpen (1445-1553)," Bijdragen
 tot de geschiedenis . . , xxix, 1929, 99-119.

 20 The original documents are transcribed in F.J. van den Branden, "Het
 'Register vanden dachvaerden' (vervolg)," Antwerpsch Archievenblad, xxi,
 n.d., 165, 170-171, 175-176.
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 1 Dominican friary, Antwerp, engraving, from J. le Roy, Le Grand Theiatre sacre du duche de Brabant, The Hague, 1727 (photo:
 Stadsarchief, Antwerp)

 was still exhibited at the site in the seventeenth century.21
 Aside from their precocity, what is so remarkable about
 the early Antwerp art outlets - Our Lady's Pand among
 them - is their demonstration of how fully the marketing
 of art preceded its making in Antwerp. The city did not
 begin to emerge as a major art center until the final decades
 of the fifteenth century,22 which is to say that Antwerp was
 already well established as the principal Netherlandish art
 market long before it was a significant center for art pro-
 duction. For most of the fifteenth century, Brussels was an
 important supplier of the art offered on the Antwerp mar-
 ket.23 This relationship, first formally encountered at the
 Dominican Pand, was subsequently carried over to Our
 Lady's Pand. Braudel reminds us that the priority of mer-
 chandizing over production was, in general, normative in
 the Antwerp marketplace, which he characterizes as a

 "bring and buy centre . . to which everything came from
 outside."24

 Our Lady's Pand to 1530 and the City-Center Outlets
 It must have been the early success of the Dominican
 Pand that persuaded the Church of Our Lady to construct
 a pand of her own, the Onser Liever Vrouwen Pand. That
 by 1460 a good investment was an urgent necessity is known
 from the careful study of the church's finances made by
 W.H. Vroom.25 During this period, that is, throughout the
 fifteenth century and until 1521, Our Lady's Church was
 under construction, and since it was being built on the scale
 normally reserved for a cathedral (which it became in
 1559),26 the expenses were enormous. By the 1460s, the av-
 erage annual construction expenditure had already reached
 472 Brabant pounds, and within decades the cost was to

 21 Montias (as in n. 13), 210-211; the site is still being called the
 prekerenpant.

 22 On 15th-century Antwerp art, see L. de Burbure, Toestand der beel-
 dende kunsten in Antwerpen omtrent 1454, Antwerp, 1854; J. de Bos-
 schere, La Sculpture anversoise aux XVe et XVIe siecle, Brussels, 1909;
 C. van de Velde, "De Schilderkunst," in Antwerpen in de XVIde eeuw,
 Antwerp, 1975, 422-424; S.H. Goddard, The Master of Frankfurt and His
 Shop (Verhandelingen van de Koninklijke Academie voor Wetenschapen,
 Letteren en Schone Kunsten. Klasse der Schone Kunsten, xxxviii), Brus-
 sels, 1984, 13-17.

 23 See Van de Velde (as in n. 22), 422; and Asaert (as in n. 14), 84, and
 docs. 4, 7, 9, 10, 12-14, 17-19, 27, for documented works from Brussels
 sold on the Antwerp market.

 24 Braudel, 1984, 34.

 25 Vroom, especially chaps. 1-2.

 26 Vroom, 11-21, 75-79. For the history of the Cathedral, see J. van Bra-
 bant, Onze-Lieve-Vrouwekathedraal van Antwerpen, Grootste gotische
 kerk der Nederlanden, Antwerp, 1972.
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 2 The location of Our Lady's Pand, its auxiliary out-
 lets, and other fair markets operated by the Church of
 Our Lady, Antwerp. Key: 1 = North entrance to Our
 Lady's Pand; 2 = Jan van Schooten's house (1547-52),
 and Ypres Hall (1550-54/60); 3= De Vette Hinne, and
 Tapestry Pand (1517-60); 4 = Den Gulden Appel, and
 New Pand (1550-59); 5 = Cammerstraat entrance to Our
 Lady's Pand (passageway), Jan van Loon's house (1551-
 58), and Rear Pand (1551-59) (drawing by Fred Ber-
 tram, after G. Asaert, "Huizen en gronden te Ant-
 werpen omstreeks 1400. Proeve van topografische re-
 constructie," Bijdragen tot de geschiedenis, xIx, 1967,
 88; excluding Our Lady's Pand and the Cathedral. The
 scale of the Pand is conjectural)

 3 View of Our Lady's Pand, Our Lady's Church,
 and the churchyard, Antwerp, detail of a map
 published by Hieronymus Cock, Antwerp, 1557
 (photo: Stadsarchief, Antwerp)
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 double.27 The decision to build Our Lady's Pand proved to
 be wise, for by 1509 Pand revenues were generating the
 equivalent of ten percent of the construction costs.28
 In addition to Our Lady's Pand, the church operated three

 other fair markets (see Fig. 2). The oldest of them, the gen-
 eral stalls (gemeyne cramen or simply cramen), dated to
 1387, when the church chapter was granted the right to
 erect display stalls on its property and rent them out to
 merchants. In 1431, the earliest year for which church ac-
 counts survive, rents from the letting of general stalls
 amounted to fifty-one Brabant pounds; by 1459, they had
 risen to 103 pounds.29 The general stalls were set up mainly
 in the churchyard south of the church (the present Groen-
 plaats), and were dominated by furriers, glovers, and mer-
 cers (Fig. 2).30 In 1426 the Stall House (Craemhuys) was

 constructed in the churchyard; it was used as a salesroom
 during the fairs and as a repair and storage house for stalls
 between fairs.31 Finally, in the course of the fifteenth cen-
 tury, sales by glovers became increasingly concentrated in
 and around the square at the west entrance of the church,
 the present Handschoenmarkt.32

 Onser Liever Vrouwen Pand was built on church ground
 south of the churchyard, between the Kerkhofstraat (the
 present Groenkerkhofstraat and Schoenmarkt) and St.
 John's canal (Figs. 2-3). A large building, it consisted of
 four gallery walls enclosing a courtyard, with two en-
 trances: one on the north side, facing the church, and one
 by means of a passageway through a house on the west
 side, connecting to the Cammerstraat (the present Kam-
 menstraat).33 Above the north entrance was a painting by

 27 Vroom, 153, app. IIi. For monies of account, see below, n. 44.

 28 That year, Pand income was 71 lbs. (Appendix i), and church con-
 struction costs, 702 lbs. (Vroom, 153).

 29 KAA, OR 7, 1431, fols. 19, 22v; 1459, fol. 10r-v.

 30 Vroom, 79.

 31 F. Donnet, "Les Abords de l'6glise Notre-Dame ' Anvers," Annales de

 l'Acadbmie Royale d'Archbologie de Belgique, vIIi, 1906, 400-402; J. van
 den Nieuwenhuizen, "De Oudste rekening der kerkfabriek van O.-L.-
 Vrouwe te Antwerpen (1431)," Bijdragen tot de geschiedenis, inzonder-

 heid van het oud hertogdom Brabant, XLII, 1959, 103-104. For the location
 of the Craemhuys on the kerkhof, see KAA, OR 14, 1547, fol. 9v; OR
 15, 1551, fol. 18. Rents from the Stall House begin to be recorded in 1469
 (Appendix i).

 32 They also exhibited on the adjacent Tempelstraat, Jan Blomstraat, and
 Oude Koornmarkt. See Vroom, 80, 84-85. Rents begin to be recorded in
 1471 (Appendix I).

 33 For the Pand's entrances, see KAA, OR 13, 1530, fol. 9, and OR 14,
 1543, fol. 11 (Daniel Dregge entry); the latter is reproduced in Fig. 9 (first
 item, right page). See also the following note.
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 Jacob Thonis; at the Cammerstraat entrance, the door post
 was carved by a sculptor; and a stone statue, probably of
 the Virgin, also decorated the Pand.m During the fairs, stalls
 were let out to painters, sculptors, printers, booksellers,
 and joiners; renters are documented as exhibiting paintings,
 sculpture, altarpieces, tabernacles, single-sheet printed ma-
 terial, books, carved crucifixes, and joinery. The Pand ac-
 commodated around a hundred rental places, and a greater
 number of stalls.35 Between fairs the building was rented
 for weddings and used as a storage depot.36 The Pand was
 in operation from 1460 until its demolition in 1560, and
 the Painters' Guild hall, both in the fifteenth century and
 in the early sixteenth century, was located not far from it.37

 Like the Beghard and Dominican markets, Our Lady's
 Pand was organized and operated by the Church, but un-
 like its predecessors, it was the first art market in post-
 Classical Europe to be housed in a building specially con-
 structed for the specific purpose of art exhibitions and sales.
 In that sense, Our Lady's Pand can be regarded as the first
 authentic art salesroom. Moreover, the construction of a
 large, new building involved expenditure and financial risk
 in a way that the adaptation of a cloister did not, making
 the erection of Our Lady's Pand a good indication of the
 economic significance and expected return on investment
 that the market for art had achieved in Antwerp by 1460.
 The Pand was further distinguished by being located phys-
 ically apart from the structure of its sponsoring church. It
 stood autonomously, as an independent showroom, more
 like a secular halle than a monastic pand. Finally, it was
 the largest centralized art market of the period,38 exercising
 monopolistic control of sales, by the Antwerp and Brussels
 Painters' Guilds, at fair time. Until its eclipse in the 1540s

 by developments in Antwerp itself, Our Lady's Pand was
 the premier public art market in Europe. It must have been
 one of the marvels of Antwerp.

 Early Antwerp chronicles, however, document the open-
 ing of the Pand tersely: "In the year 1460 Our Lady's Pand
 was built in Antwerp to display for sale books, painting,
 sculpture, and joinery."39 The earliest surviving legal doc-
 ument relating to the Pand is the rental agreement of 13
 November 1481, signed by the Antwerp and Brussels Guilds
 of St. Luke and the church chapter.40 The guilds formally
 transferred to Our Lady's Pand after leaving the Dominican
 Pand in 1480.41 In 1484 a municipal decree was issued that
 prohibited the sale of art in Antwerp during the fairs at any
 location other than the Pand:

 No one, from within or without the land of Brabant,
 [shall,] during the fairs of Antwerp, [sell] their altar-
 pieces, panels, images, tabernacles, and carvings, poly-
 chromed or unpolychromed, of wood or stone, any-
 where other than in Onser Liever Vrauwen Pand by the
 churchyard, [which] is occupied by the painters of Brus-
 sels and Antwerp .. .42

 Although the Brussels Guild of St. Luke did not include
 wood-carvers, as did the Antwerp Guild, in agreements of
 1453-54 the Brussels painters had obtained the right to mar-
 ket polychromed sculpture,43 and in this way they could
 deal in "altarpieces, tabernacles, and carvings" from Brus-
 sels as well as sell their own paintings.

 Rental fees were set according to stall length. In 1481 the
 rate was established at two Flemish deniers (or one stiver)
 per foot for the first two years, and four deniers (two sti-

 34 "Item, bet[alt] den selve [Jacop Thonis, scildere] van de schilderij ge-
 daen aen Onser Vrouwen Pand boven aende doer 30 s"

 (KAA, Onze-Lieve-Vrouwe-Lof Archief, 1482, fol. 47v). From expendi-
 tures in the church accounts: the payment for a doorway post by a sculp-
 tor for the Cammerstraat entrance (KAA, OR 13, 1523, fol. 22); also:
 "Item, betalt voir een vrouwen stellen steyner beelt dat voir onser vrou-
 wen pandt te stellen 2 lbs. 10 s" (ibid., 1523, fol. 22v). A
 payment of 13 s. 6 d. is made in 1508 for "een wandeltrap in Onser Vrou-
 wen pant gestelt" (OR 11, 1508, fol. 34v). I am grateful to Jan van der
 Stock for giving me these transcriptions.

 35 In 1555, when eighty-three places were rented (see Fig. 12), another
 eight places are listed as being empty, making a total of ninety-one places.
 When the "new pand" and "rear pand" were added to Our Lady's Pand
 (see below), they contributed twenty more rental places. Individual places
 might hold up to five or six balcken or stalls.

 36 Vroom, 83. From 1470 to 1506, it was rented for weddings (fourteen
 are recorded in 1470 alone); and until the late 1530s, it was used for storage
 (see below, n. 94), including hops, wool, molasses, corn, stalls, and un-
 specified "sacken, packen, ende ketels" (cf. Fig. 4, last entry). This income
 was modest, ranging from a low of 12 shillings in 1498 to a high of 3 lbs.
 11 s. 9 d. in 1509 (KAA, OR 10, 1498, fol. 18; OR 11, 1509, fol. 18). For
 the Brabantine monetary system, see n. 44 below.

 37 Until 1505, the St. Luke's Guild hall was located on the Ijzerenwaag
 near the Cammerstraat in the house Den Bok; between 1505 and 1530, it
 was in the house De Bonte Mantel, on the Grote Markt. (In 1530 it was
 moved to a house on the Meir.) See Van den Branden, 81, 133.

 38 Comparison is instructive with the Franciscan Pand of Bruges, estab-

 lished in 1482 and used as a paintings market from 1512 to 1550. At its
 peak (1514), eleven painters rented there, occupying forty-three of 187
 stalls (23 % occupancy). See Wilson, 477, tables i, ii. At Our Lady's Pand,
 by contrast, thirty-two of sixty-eight renters in 1543 were artists (Fig. 12;
 47% of renters), and before the exodus of book- and print-sellers in 1537
 (Fig. 8), the proportion of art-related vendors may be presumed to have
 been higher. In addition, some of the unidentified renters are likely to
 have been artists, and some joiners were selling art and art-related goods.

 39 "Anno Domini 1460 wert tAntwerpen gemaect Onser Vrouwen pant
 voer boecken, schilderien, beeldsnyers, en scrynwerc te coop te sitten";
 Chronicle of Wouter van Heyst, quoted in Van der Straelen, 26, n. 1, and
 in Campbell, 195. See also the Kroniek Bertrijn: Vroom, 126, n. 269.

 40 Van der Straelen, 25-28.

 41 Nevertheless, artists were participating at Our Lady's Pand from the
 beginning (1460), as the chronicles make explicit. Interestingly, there is
 not an especially appreciable jump in Pand income between 1480 and 1481

 (Appendix i).
 42 "Men cundicht en[de] gebiet van sHeeren en[de] vander stadt wegen
 dat voortane een jegelyck wie hy zy van binnen en[de] van buyten den
 Lande van Brabant met heuren outaertafelen, tafereelen, beelden, taber-
 naclen, choeren ende diergelycke gestoffeert ende ongestoffeert, van houte,
 van steenen en[de] van allen datter aen cleeft, nergensch voort doen en[de]
 sal in de jaermercten van Antwerpen, dan in Onser Lieuer Vrauwen pand
 by tkerkhoff gestaen by de schilders van Bruessele ende van Antwer-
 pen . . ." (Van der Straelen, 29).

 43 Jacobs, 210-211.
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 vers) per foot beginning with the third year and for the
 next thirty-one years of the rental contract.44 The sixteenth-
 century rental rate is unknown. In the 1540s and 1550s en-
 tries for individual renters generally specify the number of
 balcken (literally, planks or staves),45 probably a reference
 to the number of stalls rented. The rate per balck varies,
 no doubt according to its length (also unspecified). A rental
 plaats - which might consist of half a balck or half a dozen
 - was leased to individual renters for a three-year term.46
 J.A. Goris claims that exhibited goods were labeled with
 the subject of the work (e.g., "eenen Jeronimus," "eenen
 Jozef"), but that artists were not identified by name.47

 The operation of the Pand was entrusted to a pand-mas-
 ter, a salaried employee paid by the church to receive the
 rents, keep books, and pay the church at the end of the
 fiscal year. (The fiscal year ran from 25 December to the
 following 24 December; thus, 1490 = 25 December 1489-
 24 December 1490.) It also seems to have been the duty of
 the pand-master to oversee the installation, dismantling,
 maintenance, and storage of the stalls.48 The two pand-
 masters serving between 1505 and 1540 were both printers,
 perhaps reflecting a dominance by book- and printseller
 renters during those year. Claus van Gorchem, pand-mas-
 ter until 1530, was living next to the Pand in 1518, and

 from 1524 he lived in an upper-story room in the house of
 the printer Frans Birckman, located on the Cammerstraat
 next to the Pand (site of the tapestry pand; see below).49
 His successor, Claus van Grave, an important Antwerp
 printer best known for publishing the first Bible in Flemish,
 was pand-master from 1531 to 1540; he also occupied the
 Birckmans' room and rented two shops across the street.w
 It is likely that both men were vendors at Our Lady's Pand.

 The Antwerp Guild of Joiners (schrijnwerkers) also ex-
 hibited at the Pand. Joiners made the oak panels used as
 supports by painters and the wooden casements used by
 carvers and painters in making altarpieces; they presum-
 ably also made wooden frames for paintings.51 Joiners col-
 laborated with carvers in making retables, and they oc-
 casionally belonged to the Guild of St. Luke as well as their
 own.52 Besides art wares, joiners made wooden pulpits,
 church benches, prie-dieus, altars, organ cases, cupboard-
 beds, and other furniture.53 There is no way of knowing
 how much of the joinery displayed at the Pand was art-
 related, but it needs to be kept in mind that Antwerp was
 a leading center for art-panel production.54 It seems likely
 that Our Lady's Pand served painters and sculptors, in the
 way the later Tapestry Pand served weavers, as an art sup-
 ply center.55 (Across the street, the Stall House became a

 44 Van der Straelen, 26, nos. ii, iii. The rental contract, covering thirty-
 four years, would have been in effect from 1481 to 1514. A new contract
 was drawn up in 1517; see n. 67 below.

 In Antwerp documents, both Brabant and Flemish pounds and their
 fractional coinage are used. Since 1436 their value relationship had been
 established at 3:2, or 3 Brab. lbs. = 2 Flem. lbs. One pound = 20 shillings
 = 240 deniers (or groats or pennies) = 5,760 mites; the Flemish pound
 was also worth 120 stivers (or pattars). In 1517 Charles V introduced the
 Carolus gulden (guilder or florin); one Carolus gulden = 1 florin = 20
 Flemish stivers. Thus, one Brabant pound = 4 Carol. fl.; 1 Flem. lb. =
 6 Carol. fl. In 1969 Voet calculated the approximate value of the 1560
 Carolus gulden as $20.00, though he emphasized that its actual "pur-
 chasing power was about $30.00 to $35.00." (This latter figure would give
 the Brabant pound a value of around $140.00.) See L. Voet, The Golden
 Compasses, i, Amsterdam and New York, 1969, 443. For further on mon-

 etary equivalents, see, in addition to Voet (i, 440-443, and 1i, 445), C.
 Verlinden, ed., Dokumenten voor de geschiedenis van prijzen en lonen
 in Vlaanderen en Brabant (XVe-XVIIIe eeuw), i, Bruges, 1959, 14-15, 1i,
 pt. 2, 1965, xxxii-xxxIx; and H. Enno van Gelder and M. Hoc, Les Mon-
 naies des Pays-Bas bourguignons et espagnols, 1434-1713, Amsterdam,
 1960.

 45 For balck, see Verwijs and Verdam (as in n. 11), I, 1885, cols. 531-532,
 538-539.

 46 On the three-year term, see SAA, Schepenregister 150, 23 March 1517
 (n.s.), fol. 410 (partial transcription in Geudens, 1909 [as in n. 2], 14);
 KAA, OR 14, 1543, fol. 11v (Cornelis Dull entry), and passim. Places or
 balcken are sometimes described as large or small ("groot vijf balcken,"
 "een cleyn plaetsken"), but, with two exceptions, that is the extent of size
 indications. The exceptions are the Jan de Moeleneer entry and the Go-
 devaert van Cleve entry in the account of 1543. Rather than specify balck-
 en, they list the amount of space rented: six and a half feet and four and
 a half feet, respectively (Appendix ii, q.v. Jan de Moeleneer; and KAA,
 OR 14, 1543, fol. 11v). The medieval Antwerp foot was slightly smaller
 than the present American foot: 28.26cm vs. 30.48cm. See H. Doursther,
 Dictionnaire universel des poids et mesures anciens et modernes, Brussels,
 1840, 403.

 47 Goris (as in n. 5), 282.

 48 Vroom, 83, cf. 80, 262, n. 126. On the craem- (and by extension, the

 pand-) meester keeping his own books, see KAA, OR 10, 1493, fol. 25.
 For craemmeesteren handling installation, dismantling, maintenance, and
 construction of stalls, see OR 8, 1476, fol. 11; OR 9, 1482, fol. 48; 1483,
 fol. 17, 1488, fol. 38v.

 49 KAA, OR 12, 1518, fol. 11v; OR 13, 1524, fol. 7v. The payment con-
 tinues through 1530.

 so KAA, OR 13, 1531, fol. 9; and subsequently through 1540. For Van
 Grave's biography, see Rouzet (as in n. 2), 80-81.

 51 The most recent study of the Antwerp joiners, which I have been unable
 to consult, is J. van Damme, "Bijdragen tot de studie van de Antwerpse
 schrijnwerkers, hun ambacht en hun werk tijdens het corporatief stelsel,"
 Ph.D. diss., Katholiek Universiteit Leuven, 1985.

 52 Aerden vander Vliet, a joiner at Our Lady's Pand in 1537 (nn. 69, 89
 below, and Fig. 7), was apprenticed to Adriaen Dierickx, a painter, in the
 Antwerp Guild of St. Luke in 1542 (Rombouts and Van Lerius, 143). Cor-
 nelis Petercels, a member of the Antwerp Joiners' Guild before 1494, who
 was also at the Pand (n. 69), was registered as a stonecarver in the Ant-
 werp Painters' Guild in 1498. See J. van Damme, "Jan en Cornelis Peter-
 cels, schrijnwerkers en antijksnijders te Leuven en Antwerpen," Jaarboek,
 Arca Lovaniensis Artes atque Historiae, Reserans Documenta, xv-xvi,
 1987, 129-130 (I am grateful to Jan van der Stock for giving me a copy
 of this article). S. Goddard has recently addressed the issue of the Antwerp
 joiner/artist relationship in a paper read at the Cleveland conference of
 the Historians of Netherlandish Art (October 1989): "The Retable as Ar-
 tistic Crossroad: Guild-Sanctioned Collaboration between the Painters,

 Carvers, and Joiners of Antwerp." On the competition between joiners
 and sculptors in Antwerp, see Van den Branden (as in n. 20), 51-52, 75-
 76, 80-81.

 3 Van Damme (as in n. 52), 129-137; Van der Straelen, 10, nos. xvii,
 xvIII.

 54 J. Fletcher and M.C. Tapper, "Hans Holbein the Younger at Antwerp
 and in England, 1526-28," Apollo, cxvii, 1983, 88.

 55 Two goldbeaters exhibited at the Pand, as did a linen-seller's wife at
 the mid-16th century (see below, n. 100); were they selling art materials?
 On the Tapestry Pand as a supply center for wool, thread, dyes, paper,
 cartoons, looms, etc., see Denuc&, xxv.
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 4 1523 account of payments received by Our
 Lady's Church, Antwerp, from rents from Our
 Lady's Pand, cramen, hantschoenmakers win-
 kelen, and the Craemhuyse. From KAA, Ori-
 ginele Rekeningen de annis 1511-1523, Reg.
 12, 1523, detail of fol. 9v (photo: Stadsarchief,
 Antwerp)
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 5 Income from the rental of stalls let by Our Lady's Church, Antwerp,
 1465-1560 (graph by Shreyance Rai)

 supply outlet for parchment, as discussed below.) The Pand
 would have been an especially logical site for selling art
 materials to the large numbers of artists visiting Antwerp.
 Holbein purchased oak panels in Antwerp while en route
 from Basel to England in 1526, and probably again in 1532,
 and Diirer repeatedly bought panels and wooden frames
 during his Antwerp residence.56 Lynn Jacobs has also sug-
 gested that the Pand might have been used to sell prefab-
 ricated pieces used in making retables, such as architectural
 friezes, which joiners carved."7
 In 1468 the church's account books begin recording the

 amount of income received from the letting of stalls at Our
 Lady's Pand, and except for years in which accounts are
 missing (1541-42, 1544-46) or incomplete (1550), Pand rec-
 ords exist annually until its demolition in 1560. During the
 period 1468-1530, accounts consist of two entries per year,
 one for each of the fairs. A typical Pand entry - "Item
 ontf[angen] van clause van gorchem pantmeester vanden
 pande Inde sinxen merct xlviij lb." - includes
 the name of the person receiving the rents, the market, the
 fair, and the amount received (Fig. 4, ninth item).8 Neither
 the number of renters nor their names are indicated during
 these early years. The books also record the rents received
 from the general stalls, glovers, and Stall House (Fig. 4,
 first four items and items seven and eight).59 The yearly
 income amount for each of these four markets has been

 tabulated in Appendix i and graphed in Figure 5.

 The oldest market, the general stalls, was the backbone
 of the church's fair income throughout the fifteenth century
 and during much of the sixteenth century. Receipts from
 glovers and the Stall House, on the other hand, are modest
 and stable throughout most of the period, while the income
 line for the Pand is the most volatile of the four. The Pand

 record shows three periods of dramatically increasing
 growth: 1478-87, 1504-22, and 1540-58. The rate of growth
 between the fifteenth-century peak (1486) and the peak of
 the first sixteenth-century boom (1518) is 139.13%; be-
 tween 1486 and the ultimate peak in 1554, it is 367.39%;
 and between the first year of recorded rents (1468) and 1554,
 revenues at Our Lady's Pand increased by an astonishing
 1,031.58% .60 By contrast, income from the general stalls
 dropped by 16.53 % between the fifteenth-century and six-
 teenth-century peaks (1465, 1523). Pand rents rose from a
 position, in the 1460s, of about one-fourth the amount of
 the general stalls' income, to a position of parity during the
 decades following 1504. For twelve years of those decades,
 Pand revenues surpassed those of the general stalls.61

 To the extent that rental income is an accurate index of

 the level of exhibition activity, these statistics indicate that
 art was the preeminent growth industry at the fair markets
 run by the church during the period 1465-1540. The quan-
 titative data, especially the evidence they reveal of a dy-
 namically expanding sixteenth-century market, comple-
 ment the traditional qualitative appraisals of the growth

 56 Fletcher and Tapper (as in n. 54), 87-93; and J.-A. Goris and G. Marlier,
 Albrecht Diirer: Diary of His Journey to the Netherlands, 1520-1521,
 Greenwich, Conn., 1971, 80, 84, 96. On visiting artists in Antwerp, see
 below, n. 153.

 57 Jacobs, 219; and 215, 218, n. 60, for joiners carving friezes and ancillary
 retable pieces.

 58 KAA, OR 12, 1523, fol. 9v. The rest of the entry concerns the Tapestry
 Pand: "en[de] want den tapisierpant v[er]huert is voert ane met frans
 birckmans huys en[de] daer onftfae[n] wordt." The entry for the Bam-

 ismarkt that year is the next entry: "Item vand[en] selve[n] vanden bam-
 ismerct vand[en] selve[n] pa[n]de xlv lb."

 59 See discussion in Vroom, 79-80.

 60 However, the large income figures after 1540 reflect, to an undeter-
 mined extent, the shift from renting for the duration of the fair to year-
 round renting, and the income figure for 1554 is clearly inflated. See be-
 low, nn. 93, 118.

 61 1505, 1507, 1509, 1511, 1517-22, 1532, 1538.
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 and scale of the Antwerp art trade. Moreover, to a re-
 markable degree, the periods of growth and decline in Pand
 income coincide with periods of expansion and contraction
 in the Antwerp economy as a whole.62 The early decrease
 in Pand rents, after 1487, occurred during the economic
 decline following the death of Mary of Burgundy (1482)
 and the ensuing political crisis.63 The expansion of 1504-22
 coincides with Antwerp's first sixteenth-century boom
 (1501-21). The later twenties and early thirties, a time of
 religious turmoil and Hapsburg war, were lean years for
 city and Pand alike. The city's economic revival began
 around 1535, and the Pand's, as the data indicate, around
 1540-43. Interestingly, revenues at the church's other fair
 outlets show relatively little relation to the cycles of the
 larger economy.64 With only limited information available
 about these markets, it is not clear why this should be the
 case, but it seems safe to conclude that, in comparison to
 the products retailed at the church's non-Pand outlets (furs,
 gloves, parchment, animal skins, general merchandise),65
 the demand for art goods was relatively robust.

 The question of inflation naturally arises at this point.
 To what degree was it a factor in the growth of Pand in-
 come? The evidence for formulating an answer is, unfor-
 tunately, meager and inconclusive. According to the figures
 calculated by E. Scholliers, the annual rate of rye price in-
 creases in Antwerp during this period was 1466-86: 8.8%,
 1486-98: 4.05%, 1498-1514: 1.5%, 1514-26: 5.6%, 1526-

 80: 1.5%.66 In relation to these figures, it is apparent that
 the first expansion of Pand income (1478-87) correlates with
 a period of high inflation, as do the later years of the second
 Pand boom (1504-22), but not, however, the years of the
 third expansion (1540-58; though, as suggested below, this
 expansion was due in large measure to the shift to year-
 round renting). On the other hand, there are no signs of
 inflationary influence on the income received from glovers

 or the Stall House, 1478-1531, and the available evidence
 for the Pand indicates that stall rental rates were fixed for

 long periods of time - usually decades.67 Still, in the ab-
 sence of records of individual renters' payments for most
 of the Pand's history, it is wise not to be dogmatic. The
 possibility should not be ruled out, for example, that under
 the constraint of a long rental contract and during periods
 of externally rising prices, some upward adjustments in the
 rental rate may have occurred.

 Additional factors are likely to have contributed to the
 growth of Pand income. These include an increase in the
 amount of stall space being rented, either due to an increase
 in the number of renters letting stalls or an increase in the
 amount of stall space being let by individual renters. More-
 over, beginning in 1517, some income growth was prob-
 ably a result of renters starting to sell year-round. In that
 year a new rental contract between the Antwerp and Brus-
 sels Guilds of St. Luke and the church chapter was signed,
 which included a provision for renters to sell outside of fair
 time works unsold ("left standing") at the close of the fair.68
 Since the church explicitly prohibited the restocking of in-
 ventory between fairs, the Pand was not yet a true per-
 manent market. At the start of this new arrangement in
 1517, rental income at the Pand jumped by 22.22% (Ap-
 pendix i, 1516-17). For the next six years, until the eco-
 nomic downturn of the mid-twenties and early thirties, in-
 come remained at a level roughly comparable to the 1517
 mark.

 Although the books do not name individual renters at
 this period, several candidates can be suggested, including
 Claus van Gorchem, pand-master from 1505 to 1530; those
 who collected the rents prior to 1505 (rent-masters or stall-
 masters, rather than pand-masters);69 and three renters
 identified from other sources. In 1524 the monastery of Av-
 erbode bought an altarpiece from the Antwerp sculptor,

 62 For the 16th-century economic cycles, see Van der Wee, II, 113-207;
 Braudel, 1984, 148-154. It should be noted that a similar correlation exists,
 generally, between periods of Pand income growth and periods of in-
 creases in the annual number of apprentices and masters entering the Ant-
 werp Guild of St. Luke, which Sosson has calculated and graphed for the
 years 1470-1530. See J.-P. Sosson, "Une Approche des structures &con-
 omiques d'un metier d'art: La Corporation des Peintres et Selliers de Bruges

 (XVe-XVIe siecles)," Revue des archbologues et historiens d'art de Lou-
 vain, III, 1970, 95.

 63 Van der Wee, ii, 89-111; and H.J. van Miegroet, "New Documents Con-
 cerning Gerard David," Art Bulletin, LXIx, 1987, 35.

 64 For the general stalls, there was growth in income between 1515 and
 1530, and among glovers, an explosive expansion after 1540 (no doubt
 due, in part, to a shift to year-round marketing).

 65 For parchment sales at the Stall House, see below, n. 80; for rabbit
 skins, see Appendix i, note d.

 66 E. Scholliers, Loonarbeid en Honger: De levenstandaard in de XVe en
 XVIe eeuw te Antwerpen, Antwerp, 1960, 3-10, graphs i-II.

 67 The contract of 1481 established fixed fees for thirty-two years (see
 above, n. 44); rental fees were also fixed during the period 1543-60. (see
 Appendix ii).

 69 11. .. Aldat jair duere buyten de mercten om alsulcken tafelen, beelden
 ende andere juweelen als sy daer laten staen in de mercten deselve te

 moeghen thoenen, vercoopen ende vuytdoen als die vercocht selen syn
 also dicke ende menichwerven als hen dat ghelieven sal, behoudelic dien
 dat deselve guldebroeders gheen tafelen buyten mercten of andere werck
 dair inbrengen en sullen moeghen noch doen inbringen in gheenre man-
 ieren .. ."; SAA, Schepenregister 150, 23 March 1517 (n.s.), fol. 410r-v;
 transcribed in Geudens, 1909 (as in n. 2), 14-15.

 69 Before 1505, a pandmeester as such, responsible solely for Our Lady's
 Pand, did not exist; instead, a rent-master was responsible for the Pand
 as well as the rents at the church's three other fair markets. Between 1474

 and 1504, the rentmeesteren (also called craemmeesteren) were: Peter de
 Moer, alone (1474-75), P. de Moer with Claus Boffe (1476-77), P. de Moer
 with Anthonie de Moer (1478-92), A. de Moer, alone (1495-1503), and
 Staes Zeghers (1504). After 1504, when a pandmeester was instituted,
 rents for the church's other stalls were collected by the following: for
 general stalls - Lambrecht van Eeusele (1504-22), Michiel Jacopss. (1523),
 Michiel Adriaenss. (1531-43); for the Stall House - Peeter Vereyke (1507),
 Willem Thys, parchment-maker (1507-12, 1516-30), Pauwelsen Thys,
 parchment-maker (1531-33), Janne Thys, parchment-maker (1534-43).
 These latter can be presumed to have been vendors as well, as can the
 joiners who received the joiners' rents at the Pand between 1531 and 1540:
 Cornelis Peetersels (1531-36), Claesen vanden Weele (1531-36), Willem
 van Hulshout (1536), Janne Goostus (1536, 1538), Aerden vanden Vliet
 (1537), Willem van Hulsdonck (1537-38), Janne van Cuylenborch (1538),
 and Gorysen van Stackenborch (1538).
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 6 Jan Genoots, Passion Altarpiece, ca. 1518. Parish church,
 Miinstermaifeld, West Germany (from Dumortier [as in n. 72],
 fig. 1)

 Laureys Keldermans, in what is the only documented pur-
 chase of a specific work of art at Our Lady's Pand. The
 key passage reads:

 6 October 1524 [i.e., St. Bavo's Fair]: Gerart [van der
 Scaeft], abbot of Averbode, bought from Laureys Keld-
 ermans, alias the panel-maker, an altarpiece of eight feet,
 which stood in Antwerp in Our Lady's Pand, and is now
 on the altar of Our Lady and All the Virgins in the church
 of Averbode, for [the price of] fourteen and a half Flem-
 ish pounds [= twenty-one and three-quarters Brabant
 pounds] . . .70

 Keldermans was a prominent artist, who did other work
 for Averbode and was frequently engaged in work for Our
 Lady's Church, but no extant work by him has been iden-
 tified.71 Another Antwerp sculptor, Jan Genoots, is cited in
 a guild document of 1528 for having "placed an altarpiece
 to sell and for sale in the Pand of Our Lady."72 In violation
 of guild regulations, the retable was not marked with the
 stamp of Antwerp, and Genoots was brought before the
 guild administration and condemned. Genoots was a suc-
 cessful, prosperous carver (he bought and sold annuities
 on three houses), who worked in the conventional stylistic
 idiom of the day. This is evident in a work recently attrib-
 uted to him, the Passion Altarpiece in the Miinstermaifeld
 parish church, where he delivered it in 1518 (Fig. 6). The
 final reference comes from 1529, when the widow of that
 most elusive of early Antwerp painters, Jan Wellens de
 Cock, is recorded as being in debt to Our Lady's Church
 "van eender plaetssen in den pant van diversen mercten.""73
 Although she may have been simply selling off the contents
 of her late husband's atelier, it is more likely - given the
 reference to "diversen mercten" - that she was carrying
 on a rental lease that he had undertaken at Our Lady's
 Pand. In virtually every case in which a widow rented a
 stall at the Pand, it is because she was assuming her hus-
 band's practice.74

 70 "Anno XXIIIJ, octobris die VJ, heeft heere Gerart, abdt van Everbode,
 tegen Laureys Keldermans, alias de tafelmakere, gecocht een outaer tafel
 van 8 voeten, die tot Antwerpen in Onser Vrouwen pandt stond, ende
 die nu in de kerck van Everbode, op Onser Liever Vrouwen ende Alder
 Meechden outaer gesedt is, voir 14 1/2 libr. vleems . . ."; P. Lefevre,
 "Textes concernant l'histoire artistique de l'abbaye d'Averbode, Pt. III,"
 Revue belge d'archBologie et d'histoire de lart, v, 1935, 53.
 71 Keldermans worked as a stonecutter at the church; he also assisted his
 uncle, Rombouts Keldermans, the architect. See E.J. Roobaert, "Ant-
 werpse kunstenaars uit het tweede kwart van der XVIe eeuw werkzaam
 voor de kathedraal," Gentse bijdragen tot de kunstgeschiedenis en de
 oudheidkunde, xvII, 1957-58, 188, n. 95, 191; also (not cited by Roo-
 baert), KAA, OR 12, 1514, fol. 29. For further on Keldermans, see U.
 Thieme and F. Becker, Allgemeines Lexikon, xx, Leipzig, 1927, 86; P. Le-
 fevre, "I'Identification du retable d'Averbode conserve au Mus&e du Steen

 a Anvers," Bulletin de lAcademie Royale d'Archeologie du Belgique, III,
 1922, 229, n. 3; L. de Barsee, "De Bouwkunst te Antwerpen in de XVIe
 eeuw," in Antwerpen in de XVIde eeuw, Antwerp, 1975. 364-365. Keld-
 ermans did not carve the Averbode altarpiece today in St.-Trudokerk,
 Opitter, as mistakenly claimed by Lefevre (as in n. 70), 51.

 72 "Dat de voersyde verweerdere [Jan Genoots] over sekeren tyt geleden
 Inden pandt van onser vrouwen te coop ende ter venten gestelt hadde
 eene altaertafele . . .", C. Dumortier, "Jan Genoots, sculpteur anversois

 du XVIe siecle," Bulletin des MusBes Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, LVII,
 1986, 40, doc. 3. This study (pp. 25-41) includes the attribution and doc-
 umentation for the Miinstermaifeld Altarpiece, cited below. Jan van der
 Stock has also prepared a study of the Genoots/guild documents, which
 is forthcoming in the proceedings of the Louvain Colloque of 1987.

 73 Rombouts and Van Lerius, 65, n. 1, citing an entry in the Cathedral
 account books. The sum owed the church, 15 lbs. 19 s. 9 d., was large
 (cf. Appendix ii); this may suggest a substantial practice. De Cock had
 long been actively employed by Our Lady's Church for various small jobs:
 gilding crosses, polychroming reliquaries, repairs, etc. See, in addition to
 Rombouts and Van Lerius (65, n. 1): KAA, OR 11, 1507, fol. 21, 1508,
 fols. 33, 34v, 1509, fol. 33, 1510, fol. 29; OR 12, 1511, fol. 29, 1512, fol.
 21, 1513, fols. 24v, 25v, 1514, fol. 27, 1515, fol. 24, 1516, fol. 23v, 1518,
 fol. 23. For the Jan de Cock problem, see W.S. Gibson, The Paintings of
 Cornelis Engelbrechtsz., New York, 1977, 171-207.

 74 See Fig. 10: Widow van Cleve, Widow Alleyns, Widow Badens. At the
 Bruges Pand, it was a legal requirement for widows to assume respon-
 siblity for their husband's stalls (Wilson, 478).
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 The scope of Pand retailing increased in 1517, when an
 auxiliary market, a tapiesierpant, opened for the sale of
 tapestries.75 It was located in the house called De Vette
 Hinne ("The Fat Hen"), on the Cammerstraat abutting the
 Pand near its northwest corner. The house, at which Claus
 van Gorchem, and later Claus van Grave, lived upstairs,
 was rented from the church by the printer Frans Birckman
 (Fig. 2).76 In 1520 the annual rent for De Vette Hinne was
 twelve pounds, which suggests a very large house (most
 adjacent house rents were one or two pounds); elsewhere,
 the property is described as being "with a warehouse"
 (packhuyse).77 By 1523 the Tapestry Pand was operating
 year-round.78 After Frans's death in 1529, his brother, the
 printer Arnout Birckman I, took over "The Fat Hen" and
 the tapestry pand; the latter continues to be mentioned in
 the books through the 1550s.79

 The Stall House had became a market for parchment sell-
 ers by 1506, and by 1527 it was being referred to as the
 perkements huyse.80 Its operation was supervised by a
 craemmeester, principally members of the Thys family
 (Willem, Pauwelsen, and Janne), all parchment makers.81
 Well into the sixteenth century, the Perkements Huys was
 an important source of parchment for printmakers and art-
 ists in Antwerp.82

 By 1517, then, the cluster of art markets operating along
 the churchyard-Cammerstraat axis consisted of Our Lady's
 Pand, Frans Birckman's tapestry pand, and the Parchment
 House. Until the mid-1540s, this network was the principal
 Antwerp locus of the art trade, a luxury-goods center where
 one could buy paintings, sculpture, altarpieces, taberna-

 cles, tapestries, books, prints, crucifixes, parchment, oak
 panels, and casements, not just during the fairs but in-
 creasingly year-round. It was not the only city-center lo-
 cus, however, since the Dominican Pand was active con-
 currently, and in 1508 the Painters' Guild won the privilege
 of auctioning the paintings in the inventory of deceased
 guild members at its guild hall on the Grote Markt.83 In
 1515 a jewelers' salesroom, with twenty-two rental spaces,
 known as the "Spanish" Pand (constructed in the house
 named Spangien, on the Grote Markt), was opened by the
 Guild of Old Crossbowmen,8 and art was also sold at the
 Friday Market, located a few blocks from Our Lady's Pand.
 The latter was a weekly auction run by second-hand clothes
 dealers (oudecleercoopers), who sold items ranging from
 used clothes, tools, old books, and jewels to annuities on
 valuable properties and expensive houses.85 Entire house-
 hold estates, including works of art, were disposed of at
 the Vrijdagmarkt; even Rubens's estate, it might be noted,
 was auctioned there in the seventeenth century.A6 Large in-
 ventories of prints and books were probably sold at the
 Friday Market by mid-sixteenth century, and the sale of
 paintings begins to be well documented not long after-
 ward.87 How common the sale of paintings and sculpture
 was before the middle of the sixteenth century is less clear.
 The best early evidence is a pair of documents concerning
 the conflict over a carved and gilt altarpiece owned by Eva
 Gruyters, widow of the sculptor Jan de Gruyter. In 1494
 the city judiciary required her to put the altarpiece up for
 sale at the Friday Market in order to satisfy a debt, but the
 sale was later stopped by the competing claim on the work

 75 SAA, Schepenregister 150, 23 March 1517 (n.s.), fol. 410; Geudens (as
 in n. 2), 14.

 76 KAA, OR 12, 1517, fol. 8; 1520, fol. 8. See also nn. 49-50 above.

 77 KAA, OR 12, 1520, fol. 8, 1518, fol. 8.

 78 "Item, vanden huyse aende pant inde cam[m]erstrate daer frans
 berckma[n] Inne woont metten tapischier pande buyten en[de] binnen
 mercten alle Jae[r]." KAA, OR 12, 1523, fol. 8.

 79 Arnout Birckman is first listed as a renter of De Vette Hinne and the

 Tapestry Pand in 1537; he is so listed until 1543, by which time the house
 rent had risen to thirty pounds. KAA, OR 13, 1537, fol. 8; OR 14, 1543,
 fol. 6v. The Tapestry Pand is listed in the Pand accounts until 1560, in
 the description of Philips Lysaert's rental place, which abutted the pand.
 OR 15, 1560, fol. 20v. For the biography of Arnout Birckman I, see Rouzet
 (as in n. 2), 16-17.

 80 KAA, OR 11, 1506, fol. 11; OR 13, 1527, fol. 10. It is still being called
 the Perkementshuys in 1543 (OR 14, 1543, fol. 6v). On rabbits' skins being
 sold there, see Appendix I, note d.

 81 See n. 69, above. The Parchment House was destroyed in 1594.

 82 In conversation, Jan van der Stock emphasized its importance for print-
 makers, a topic he addressed in his dissertation: "Cornelis Matsys fecit
 (1510/11-1556): Leven en werk, met speciale aandacht voor zijn grafisch
 oeuvre," Katholiek Universiteit Leuven, 1983. Diirer bought 19 stivers
 worth of parchment in Antwerp; he is known to have used parchment
 for drawings. See Goris and Marlier (as in n. 56), 76; and C.W. Talbot,
 ed., Diirer in America: His Graphic Work, exh. cat., National Gallery of
 Art, Washington, D.C., 1971, 102, cat. no. xxxIII. Paintings were also
 sometimes executed on parchment during this period. At his death in 1506,
 the stock of Tournai artist Philippe Truffin's twelve paintings included
 works on panel, canvas, and parchment. See L. Campbell, "The Early

 Netherlandish Painters and Their Workshops," in Le Dessin sous-jacent
 dans la peinture: Le Probleme Maitre de Flemalle - Van der Weyden,
 Louvain-la-Neuve, 1981, 42.

 83 Van der Straelen, 56-57; Rombouts and Van Lerius, 70; Van den Bran-
 den, 81-83.

 84 Schlugheit, 1938 (as in n. 19), 108-109; F. Prims, Geschiedenis van Ant-

 werpen, vii, pt. 1, Antwerp, 1938, 241.

 85as On Friday Markets, see Floerke, 13-14; Montias (as in n. 13), 202-203;
 and E. Larsen and J.P. Davidson, Calvinistic Economy and Seventeenth-
 Century Dutch Art, Lawrence, Kans., 1979, 39. For items disposed of by
 Our Lady's Church at the Antwerp Friday Market, see Vroom, 62-65.
 Tielman Susato sold a hereditary rent on property, and both of Frans
 Floris's expensive houses were sold at the Antwerp Friday Market. See
 K.K. Forney, "New Documents on the Life of Tielman Susato, Sixteenth-
 Century Music Printer and Musician," Revue belge de musicologie, xxxvi-
 xxxvIII, 1982-84, 46, table II, doc. 26; and C. van de Velde, Frans Floris
 (1519/20-1570), Leven en werken, Brussels, 1975, 469, 471, docs. 74, 75.

 86 A. Monballieu, "Aantekeningen bij de schilderijeninventaris van het
 sterfhuis van Jan Snellinck (1549-1638)," Jaarboek van het Koninklijk
 Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerpen, 1976, 254, n. 50

 87 See Floerke, 13-14. The confiscated inventories of the artists and printers

 Cornelis and Jan Matsys, Jan Ewouts, Cornelis Bos, and others, banned
 from Brabant as heretics, were sold at public auction in Antwerp - the
 Friday Market? - in 1545. See Van der Stock (as in n. 12), 108-109, 125,
 doc. v. For painting sales at the Antwerp Friday Market, see Van den
 Branden, 884; P. Genard, "Les Grandes Familles artistiques d'Anvers,"
 Revue d'histoire et d'archeologie, I, 1859, 115; and Monballieu (as in n.
 86), 254.
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 made by the abbot of St. Bernard's.88
 The existence of at least seven art or art-related public

 sales outlets in the city center during the first decades of
 the sixteenth century is another sign of the importance of
 the Antwerp art market during those years, to which the
 growth in Pand income bears such dramatic testimony.

 Our Lady's Pand after 1530
 In 1531 the church changed the way it recorded income

 from Our Lady's Pand. During the years 1531-40, receipts
 are entered according to the type of seller, in three cate-
 gories: "ontfangen vanden boeklieden ende brieflieden,"
 "ontfangen vanden tafellieden, tavereellieden, ende Jhe-
 suslieden metten beeldleiden," and "ontfangen vanden
 scrijnwerkers" (Fig. 7, items 8-11, and 13-15).89 Brief refers
 broadly to all single-sheet printed matter, presumably in-
 cluding fine-art woodcuts and engravings but not limited
 to those.90 Tafel and tavereel can refer to either painting or

 sculpture, and includes altarpieces.91 Jhesuslieden were
 makers of crucifixes, and perhaps also sold the carved stat-
 uettes of the Infant Jesus that were exported from Antwerp
 to Spain in vast numbers.92

 Income figures from these accounts (Fig. 8) show that
 joiners' rents were modest throughout the decade, a con-
 firmation that the Pand was still chiefly an outlet for artists
 and printers. Rents from stalls displaying books and printed
 matter dominate until 1538; after 1536, they decline, while
 rents from painters and sculptors increase. As a percentage
 of total Pand income, printers' rents account for 53.73%
 at their peak (1536), and painters' and sculptors' rents
 account for 44.83% at their peak (1539; but see note a,
 Fig. 8).

 Sometime shortly after 1540, the Pand shifted to year-
 round selling, in response to competition from the newly
 opened Painters' Pand at the Bourse and as a function of
 the gravitation toward permanency underway since 1517.
 The change to daily selling is reflected in the huge surge -
 114. 93 % - in income between 1540 and 1543 (Fig. 5, Ap-

 88 F. Prims, "Antwerpse altaartafels," Antwerpiensia, xIx, 1948, 51-52.

 89 In Fig. 7, items 8-9, 13: "Item ontfangen van Claesen de greeve
 pandtmeester vanden pande Inden Iersten vanden boeklieden en[de]
 brieflieden tsamen Inde sinxen merct xij lb. xv s. iij d.";
 "Item vanden Tafellieden Tavereellieden ende Jhesuslieden metten
 beelld]lieden tsamen ix lb. xij s. ix d."; "Item ontfangen van
 aerden vanden vliete en[de] willemen van hulsdonck scrynwerckers vander
 sinxenmerct iij lb." KAA, OR 13, 1537, fol. 11v.

 90 Letter of 3 November 1988, from M. Knockaert, Stedelijk
 Prentenkabinett, Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp; also emphasized by
 Jan van der Stock in oral discussion.

 91 On the usage of the terms in contemporary documents: for tafel/tavereel
 as sculpture or a carved retable, see R. Szmydki, "Jan de Molder, peintre
 et sculpteur d'Anvers au XVIe si&cle," Jaarboek van het Koninklijk Museum
 voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerpen, 1986, 51, doc. la, and Van der Straelen,
 19, 21; as panel painting, see Campbell, 193, 195; and as a painted and
 sculptured retable, see Szmydki, 52, docs. 3-4.

 92 Vroom, 83; Goris (as in n. 5), 283-284, 302. On Flemish statuettes of
 the Infant Jesus, see Stedelijk Museum, Louvain, Aspecten van de
 Laatgotiek in Brabant, exh. cat., 1971, 422-423, 426-432, repr. MB/III.
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 9 First two pages of 1543 account of payments received by Our Lady's Church, Antwerp, from rents from Our Lady's Pand. From
 KAA, Originele Rekeningen de annis 1543-1550, Reg. 14, 1543, fols. 10v-11 (photo: Stadsarchief, Antwerp)

 pendix I).93 It is also implicit in the fact that, after the 1530s,
 the Pand ceased being used as a storage depot between
 fairs.94 More significantly, artists entered into rental leases
 and made payments throughout the year: at fair time, at
 St. John's Day (June 24), at Christmas, at other feast days
 (Easter, Candlemas [February 2], St. Michael's [September
 29]), and occasionally at random dates (January 25, Sep-
 tember 6, etc.).95

 The final and by far the most significant change in Pand

 bookkeeping encompasses the years 1543 and 1547-60. For
 the only time in Pand history, the accounts (accounts for
 1541-42 and 1544-46 do not survive) record the name of
 each renter and details regarding the rental agreement and
 payment. In 1938 Floris Prims published part of the 1543
 account, the first extant record of the new method.96 Figure
 9 reproduces the initial two pages of that account.97 A typ-
 ical entry is the second one under "Scilders," top of the right
 page - "Item Everaert boots heeft In hueren de tweede

 93 Vroom, 83, emphasized that the shift to year-round marketing occurred
 ca. 1540. Wilson's suggestion (478-479, repeated in Wilson, 1986 [as in
 n. 1], 1764), that year-round renting was occurring in the 1520s is
 apparently based, in part, on Van der Wee, I, 304, n. 8, in which he states
 that in 1525 "new premises such as for painters, carpenters, etc. are being
 let" (not, however, at the Pand but in the church's "permanent leases" [cf.

 ii, 104] let throughout the year). I am unsure what these "premises" are,
 unless he is referring to auxiliary markets, such as Frans Birckman's
 Tapestry Pand. The municipal archives, not invoked in this context by
 Van der Wee, reveal that year-round exhibiting was occurring - in a
 limited way - at the Pand after 1516 (n. 68 above).

 94 Pand income from storage, etc., outside fair time ("buyten merckten"),
 was still being received in 1537; see Fig. 7, item 12.

 95 "Ingaende Bamisse," "Johannis," and "Kersse" are common (see

 Appendix ii). In the Antwerp fiscal year generally, St. John's Day and
 Christmas were standard days for payment of accounts (Callaey [as in n.
 18], 22). For references to the other times in the Pand account, see KAA,
 OR 14, 1549, fol. 25; OR 15, 1554, fols. 33, 36, 1555, fol. 32v, 1560, fols.
 18v, 20.

 96 Prims (as in n. 2), 296-300. Prims made a few minor errors in the
 transcription of payments, and he did not include the rest of the account,
 which concerns joiners. See Fig. 12 for the numerical distribution of rent-
 ers exhibiting in 1543.

 97 The heading for the entire Pand account, at its start at the bottom of
 the left page in Fig. 9, reads: "Hier nae volgen zekere plaetssen oft steden
 Inden pandt byden kerck meestere[n] diverse persoonen v[er]huert." The
 account for the general stalls and Stall House immediately precedes the
 start of the Pand account, i.e., in the middle of the same page.
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 plaetsse van alderhalven [ = anderhalven] balcke[n] aen den
 zyde oostwaert tsiaers voer xxxvij s. vj d." -
 which includes the renter's name, location of the plaetsse,
 amount of balcken, annual rental rate, and payment. In
 other entries, particularly in subsequent years, additional
 information might be included, such as the renter's profes-
 sion, lease renewal, discount, whether the place stands
 empty, and, when the account is in arrears, what year is
 being paid for or when the last payment was made (cf.
 Appendix ii).

 Since the entries do not systematically list the number
 of balcken, it is not possible to determine the number of
 stalls occupied by each artist, as Jean Wilson has done for
 the Franciscan Pand in Bruges, at which painters exhibited
 from 1512 to 1550.98 However, the amount paid by each
 renter, which is consistently recorded, does serve as a gen-
 eral index of the scale of individual renting (Fig. 10).99 Yet
 it needs to be recognized that in many cases rental pay-
 ments fluctuate from year to year, even though the rental
 rate is fixed. This is generally a result of the artist's ability
 to pay and of discounting practices, as can be seen in Ap-
 pendix ii, which compiles the rental histories of those art-
 ists exhibiting continuously at the Pand during 1543-60.
 Peeter de Vos, for example, leased his plaats at the fixed
 rate of two pounds fifteen shillings for all fifteen years, but
 during six of those years the amount of his payment rose
 (1552, 1560) or declined (1547, 1550, 1556, 1557), depend-
 ing upon whether he was paying additional rent for back
 years or paying less rent because of discounting.

 During the period 1543-60, fifty-four artists (including
 five widows and a daughter) and seven printers (including
 a widow and a mother) participated at Our Lady's Pand
 (Fig. 10). In addition, seventy-nine joiners exhibited at the

 Pand, as well as two goldbeaters (goutslagers), a linen-sell-
 er's wife (lywaetwyff: a canvas-seller?), and the city piper.'00
 (In the fifties, as discussed below, additional display areas
 were incorporated into the Pand, at which cloth weavers,
 joiners, and even a pastry baker exhibited.) At the Fran-
 ciscan Pand in Bruges, by comparison, thirty-two painters
 (including five widows) participated during the years
 1513-50.101

 Most of the renters known by name at the Antwerp Pand
 remain just that: names only. The two artists to whom ex-
 tant works can be attached are Jan Genoots, already cited
 (see Fig. 6), and Jan de Moeleneer or de Molder, who in
 1513 carved the Passion retable for the Abbey of Averbode,
 now in Paris (Fig. 11).102 This altarpiece may not, however,
 be a reliable guide to the work de Molder was selling at
 the Pand thirty years later, when he is listed in the account
 books as a schilder rather than a beeldsnyder. De Molder
 and Genoots were figures of some importance in Antwerp,
 as were Jan de Cock, Laureys Keldermans, and Claes de
 Grave, renters during the first third of the century. Of the
 remaining renters of 1543-60, particular attention should
 be drawn to Hans Liefrinck, a printer and dealer (cunst-
 vercooper) who ran an important publishing house spe-
 cializing in engravings; to Peeter de Vos, who served as
 dean of the Guild of St. Luke and ran an active shop, train-
 ing several apprentices; and to Philips Lysaert, guild dean,
 head of an active shop, and founder of an Antwerp dynasty
 of painters.'03 The leading Antwerp painters at mid-cen-
 tury, such as Pieter Coecke, Jan van Hemessen, Pieter
 Aertsen, Frans Floris, and Pieter Bruegel, are conspicuous
 by their absence from the Pand; nonetheless, most of them
 were engaged in production for the market.'" It is reason-
 able to assume that their established reputations and well-

 98 Wilson, 477, table i.

 99 The Widow Lyfvriendt, listed in Fig. 10, has two possible identifications,
 as Rouzet (as in n. 2), 127, has noted: "'De weduwe van Lyfvriendt' . . .
 s'agit-il de la femme de Willem Liefrinck ou de celle de Corneille, laquelle
 apparait dans la vente publique des biens de Corneille Bos en 1545 et qui
 aurait imprim ha Anvers cette meme ann&e une copie du Triomphe de
 Maximilien dessine par Diirer?" It seems likely that she is the widow of
 Willem, that is, the same Margriet Lyfrincx, mother of Hans and Willem's
 widow, who rented at the Pand in 1553-55. Willem Liefrinck, an important
 woodcut printer, was also the teacher of Sylvester van Paris, who later
 exhibited at the Pand (Fig. 10). See Rouzet, 126, 168-169; A.J.J. Delen,
 Histoire de la gravure dans les anciens Pays-Bas et dans les pro-
 vinces belges des origines jusqu'a la fin du XVIe siecle, II, pt. 2, Paris,
 1935, 24-25, 150; and T.A. Riggs, Hieronymus Cock: Printmaker and
 Publisher, New York and London, 1977, 12.

 100 The goldbeaters are Gheert Bufken (twice dean of the Antwerp
 Guild of St. Luke), who is listed as a renter in eight accounts, and Hans
 Bonderwyns, who is listed in five. Clara Loeys, the lywaetwyff, appears
 in four accounts, and Master Peeter, the City Piper, only in 1543. For
 Bufken, see Rombouts and Van Lerius, 114, 147.

 101 Wilson, 477, table I.

 102 J. Lavalleye, "Le Retable d'Averbode conserve au Mus&e de Cluny, a
 Paris," La Revue d'art, xxviii, 1926, 141-148; Szmydki (as in n. 91), 32,
 51-52, docs. 1-2. On the identity of the surname de Moeleneer as de Molder,

 see Szymdki, 34-36.

 103 For Hans Liefrinck, see Rouzet (as in n. 2), 125-126; Rombouts and
 Van Lerius, 279, n. 2, 341; and Riggs (as in n. 99), 12, 20, 217-218. For
 De Vos, see Rombouts and Van Lerius, 67, 91, 94, 103, 116, 126, 128,
 204, 205. For Lysaert, see J. van Roey, "Een Antwerpse schildersdynastie:
 De Liesaerts (XVIe-XVIIe eeuw)," Jaarboek van het Koninklijk Museum
 voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerpen, 1967, 85-87; and n. 107 below. Van
 Roey notes that Lysaert bought annuities on seven houses, a good indi-
 cation of financial success.

 104 Coecke ran a large workshop, which mass-produced standardized re-
 ligious compositions in great quantity (G. Marlier, La Renaissance fla-
 mande, Pierre Coecke d'Alost, Brussels, 1966, 93-265). Van Hemessen
 worked for the market and operated a business in picture dealing (handel
 van schilderen) out of his atelier (B. Wallen, Jan van Hemessen: An Ant-
 werp Painter between Reform and Counter-Reform, Ann Arbor, Mich.,
 1983, 17, 22-23). Aertsen worked primarily for the market, where his
 works fetched low prices (K. Moxey, Pieter Aertsen, Joachim Beuckelacr
 and the Rise of Secular Painting in the Context of the Reformation, New
 York and London, 1977, 114-121). Bruegel received only two commissions
 for paintings in his life (A. Monballieu, "P. Bruegel en het altaar van de
 Mechelse handschoenmakers [1551]," Handelingen vant de KonmIklijk
 Kring voor Oudheidkunde, Letteren en Kunst van Mechelen, LXVIIl, 1964-
 65, 92-110, and J.O. Hand, "The Sixteenth Century," in The Age of Brue-
 gel: Netherlandish Drawings in the Sixteenth Century, exh. cat., National
 Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., 1986, 8, 11, n. 13).
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 Artists 1543 1547 1548 1549 1550 1551 1552 1553 1554 1555 1556 1557 1558 1559 1560
 Peeter van Berckelaer (S) 1,5

 Everaert Boots 1,17,6

 Widow Canters 0,12,6
 Godevaert van Cleve 1,10

 Herman van Cleve (P) 1,17
 Gillis van Coninxloo (P) 3,5

 Cornelis Dull (S) 2,5

 Cornelis van Herck (P) 1,10

 Jan de Keersmakere 3,5

 Dominicus Mets 3,10

 Gheeraert Neve (S) 2,10

 Wynant Raets (S) 1,2

 Jan Verhest (S) 2,5

 Peter Vrancx (P) 2,10

 Cornelis van Hoorne a 1,5
 Willem van Cleve (P) 3,0

 Widow van Cleve 3,0 3,0 3,0
 Daniel Dregge (P) 3,5 3,7 3,15 5,0
 Hans van Kessele 4,10 3,7 RNP RNP

 Jan Boosaens 4,0 3,17 4,0

 Widow Boosaens 4,0 4,0

 Jan van den Perre (P,S) 3,5 2,5 4,5 3,5 RNP

 Huibrecht van den Wyere 4,15 3,3 3,10 1,5 6,0

 Adriaen Hus 3,5 3,3 3,5 1,10 1,10 1,10 RNP 7,0

 Gommaer van Nederbroeck (P) 2,10 RNP RNP 3,5 RNP 2,10 2,10 RNP 5,0 3,15
 Baltasar Adriaenss. (S) 2,5 RNP 2,0 2,0 RNP 2,0 1,0 2,0 4,0 1,0
 Aert Alleyns (P) 2,10 7,2,6 3,15 3,15 3,15

 * , * , *

 Widow Alleyns 3,15 RNP 3,15 7,10 3,15 3,7,6 3,7,6 3,15 3,15 5,12,6

 Franchoeys Badens (P) 2,2 1,10 1,10 1,10 1,10 RNP 1,10 3,0 1,10 2,14 1,10 1,10 1,10
 Joos Badens (P,S,PC) 1,10 2,17 RNP 1,10 1,10 1,10 0,15 1,10 1,10 1,7 0,18 0,10 3,0

 -----. : 2nd place b
 2dpae2,0 2,0 2,0

 * ,

 Geerard Byvoet, alias Dull 1,5 0,10 0,10 RNP RNP RNP 2,8 0,10 0,9 0,10 0,9 0,10 0,5
 * , , , Philips Lysaert (P) 3,15 5,0 5,12,6 11,5 RNP 5,12,6 6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 5,12,6 5,12,6 6,5 6,5 5,15

 Jan de Moeleneer (de Molder)(S,P) 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 4,10 RNP 2,5
 -----: 2nd place 0,15 0,15 0,15 1,10 RNP 0,15

 Peeter Quintens (P,S,PC) 2,0 2,9,6 RNP 2,15 2,15 1,7,6 1,7,6 1,7,6 1, , , , , ,9 2,12,3 1,7,6 1,7,6 1, 7,6 -----: 2nd place 176 17,6 1,76 176 17 ...:2nd place 1,7,6 1,7,6 1,7,6 1,7,6 1,7,6 1,4,9 2,12,3 1,7,6 1,7,6 1,7,6
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 3rd place 2,17 1,7 1,10 1,10 1,10
 Peeter de Vos (P) 2,15 2,9,6 2,15 2,15 RNP 2,15 5,10 2,15 2,15 2,15 2,9,6 2,9,6 2,15 2,15 4,2,6
 Mathys Brick 0,19 1,5
 Willem van Kessele (P) 3,3 3,10 RNP

 Dierick de Backere 1,15 1,15 1,15 RNP 2,15,6
 Jan de Smidt c 0,19 1,0 1,0 1,0
 Jan de Smidt & Jaspar Ffiermans (share) 2,5 RNP 1,0 1,0 1,2,6 RNP 1,2,6 2,5 1,2,6 2,2
 Ghysbrecht Bricx 4,5,6 Empty 1,15 RNP 1,15 RNP 1,15 3,10 3,6 1,15 1,11 1,15 1,15 1,15
 -----: second place 1,11,6 1,15 0,5
 Mattheus de Smit 1,5 1,5 1,5 2,10 2,10 RNP RNP RNP 3,17,3 1,4 2,15 1,7,6 1,7,6
 Cleerken Luys 1,10 1,10 1,5 1,17
 Willem van den Bossche (PC) RNP 2,10 2,5
 Pieter van Elsen, alias van Schoon Winkel RNP 3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 2,13 2,13 RNP RNP
 Claes de Vos RNP 2,0
 Gielis de Hertoge (S) 1,5
 Balten van den Bossche, alias Custodis (S,P) RNP RNP RNP 0,18 1,2
 Anthonis van den Boegarde RNP 0,10 0,19 0,9 0,10 0,10
 Jan Ffiermans RNP 2,18,6 0,8
 Jan van Cleve's daughter (P) RNP 0,10 0,10 0,10
 Merten Alleyns 0,19 2,1 2,5 2,5 3,7,6
 -----: 2nd place 0,9 0,10 0,10
 Widow Badens 1,2 1,5 1,5 1,5
 Jan van den Boorcht

 Jan Besaen 2,0
 Printers

 Willem Lantsman d 6,0
 Widow Lyfvriendt 1,12,6

 Lieven Nielis e RNP RNP 0,17
 Margriet Lyfrincx 1,10 1,10 RNP
 Hans Lyfrincx

 Jan Molyns 0,13
 Selvester van Parijs

 0,17,6

 Amounts are in Brabant pounds, shillings and deniers (1 lb. = 20 sh. = 240 d.); thus: 1,17 = 1 lb. 17 sh.,

 and 7,2,6 = 7 lbs. 2 sh. 6 d. P = Painter (schilder), PC = Polychromer (stofferder), RNP = place Rented and

 occupied, No Payment received, S = Sculptor (beeldsnyder), * = Discount (usually 10%). a = crucifix-maker

 (Jhesusman), b = place shared with Hans Bonderwyns (goldbeater), 1558-59, c = place shared with Gerrit the

 Goldbeater, 1550, d = widow of either Willem or Cornelis (see n. 99), e = mother of Hans (next entry)

 10 Rents paid for stalls by artists and printers exhibiting at Our Lady's Pand, Antwerp, 1543-60
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 known shops enabled them to sell directly from their stu-
 dios.s05 Our Lady's Pand must have served principally as a
 retailing vehicle for artists without such reputations or for
 whom the location or arrangement of their shop tended not
 to facilitate marketing.106 It is likely that the Pand also func-
 tioned as an outlet for artists doubling as dealers, and as
 a market where dealers, in turn, could acquire stock. 1? The
 painter-dealer Joos Sammelins is known to have traveled
 to Antwerp to obtain paintings in demand but unavailable
 in his native Ghent.'?s The Pand is also known on at least
 one occasion to have been used as a second-hand market

 for disposing of a used altarpiece. When the Abbey of
 Averbode in 1518 bought a new altarpiece for its Chapel
 of St. John from Jan de Molder, it took the old stone al-
 tarpiece that had been in the chapel and put it up for sale
 at the Pand.l09

 The range in quality and type of art exhibited at Our
 Lady's Pand is likely to have been great. Some vendors
 undoubtedly were minor craftsmen; others, like those just
 cited, were successful Antwerp artists of some standing.
 The one documented sale of a specific work at the Pand,
 the Keldermans' altarpiece purchased by Averbode mon-
 astery, was large - eight feet - and expensive. Its price
 of twenty-one and three-quarters Brabant pounds was the
 equivalent of half the purchase price of the painter Am-
 brosius Benson's house and garden in Bruges, or almost
 three years' salary for an Antwerp laborer.110 Circumstan-
 tial evidence suggests that Peeter Quintens, an Antwerp
 carver, painter, and polychromer with a flourishing market
 practice (he rented two Pand places annually between 1547
 and 1554, and three from 1555 to 1560: Appendix ii), may
 also have exhibited monumental work at Our Lady's Pand.
 In 1546 he received a commission from the abbot of Vau-

 clair for an altarpiece measuring sixteen feet high and ten
 to eleven feet wide.11 It was to depict the Life of the Vir-
 gin and the Passion, and to have painted and gilt wings
 "like the other altarpiece [that] Jehan Ribbaucourt, Guil-
 laume Lenfant, and Jehan Wouters saw and visited in the
 pand in Antwerp." In all likelihood, this refers to a work
 by Quintens displayed at his stalls at Our Lady's Pand; and
 as Lynn Jacobs suggests, "the ready-made work in the pand

 11 Jan de Molder, Averbode Altarpiece, ca. 1513. Paris, Mushe
 de Cluny (photo: Mushes Nationaux, Paris)

 was probably the model for the entire commissioned al-
 tarpiece, not just the wings."112 Exhibited side by side with
 such works, however, were the crucifixes and small Ihe-
 susbeelden - and, one assumes, cheap woodcuts and pop-
 ular broadsides - that also constituted the offerings at the
 Pand. Many of the paintings may have been the less ex-
 pensive (and more portable) works on fabric, if subsequent
 inventories at the New Bourse are any indication.113 Finally,
 it might be conjectured that part of the Pand's retailing in-
 cluded the sale of copies and forgeries, at least by mid-
 sixteenth century. By the second half of the sixteenth cen-
 tury, the proliferation of forgeries of works by Quinten
 Metsys and other famous, deceased Netherlandish painters

 105 In general, the practice of studio marketing was more venerable and
 common than outlet selling. Koch, fig. 20, reproduces a 13th-century
 Spanish miniature in which a monk is shown buying a devotional panel
 painting from a stock of completed religious pictures in an artist's atelier.
 For more on sales from studios, see Campbell, 194-195.

 106 See Wilson's excellent discussion, 479, of these issues.

 107 The large number of stalls consistently occupied by Philips Lysaert at
 the Pand may suggest that he was dealing (see Appendix ii). Artists at
 the Pand were sometimes represented by family members acting as their
 agents (Hans Lyfrincx's mother, Margriet; and Jan van Cleve's daughter;
 Fig. 10). It should also be recalled that Brussels painters were agents for
 the sales of Brussels sculpture at the Pand, making them de facto dealers
 (see n. 43 above). On the likelihood of a merchant-dealer marketing at
 the Bruges Pand, see Wilson, 477. That dealers bought most of their stock
 at fairs and estate auctions is emphasized by Larsen and Davidson (as in
 n. 85), 43, for the 17th century.

 108 Campbell, 197.

 109 "Jan de Molder, beeltsnyder tot Antwerpen, in den Voetboge, in de

 Kemmerstrate . . . heeft aengenomen te maken de voirscreve tafel. ...
 Dair nae heeft Anthonis Pauwels, cleynsteker van Mechelen, de voirscreve
 tafel getransfereet in de capelle van Sint Jan. . . . Ende de tafel van steen,
 die op sint Jans altaer stont, ende zeer ydel ende slecht was, heeft Anthonis
 gesedt in den pant . . . "; Lef vre (as in n. 70), 52. Jacobs (209, n. 11)
 first drew attention to this passage.

 110 Benson's house cost 31 Flem. lbs., making 461/2 Brab. lbs. (Campbell,
 195). In 1524 an Antwerp laborer's salary averaged 8 Brab. lbs. 8 s.
 (Vroom, 10).

 111 F. Prims, "Altaarstudien (1): Antwerpsche altaarkunst der XVde-XVIde
 eeuw," Antwerpiensia, xiII, 1939, 284.

 112 Jacobs, 214.

 113 See below, Jan van Kessel inventory (n. 142). Nearly all the paintings
 in his stock at the Schilderspand were doecken (fabric) or dubbel doecken.
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 had become such a problem in Antwerp - the ironic suc-
 cess of producing for the market - that the city magistrates
 passed an ordinance prohibiting the forging of paintings.114

 In the final decades of its existence, fundamental changes
 took place at the Tnd. In addition to the shift to year-
 round selling, the Pand increasingly became a market for
 joiners, as printers moved elsewhere and artists' partici-
 pation fell steadily. By 1560 fewer than half as many artists
 were exhibiting as had in 1543 (Fig. 12). As a percentage
 of total renters at the Pand, artists represented 47.06% in
 1543, 33.80% in 1547, and 30.43% in 1560; whereas for
 joiners the figures are: 36.76% in 1543, 57.75% in 1547,
 and 64.81% in 1559. It should be kept in mind, however,
 that the categories "artist" and "joiner" are not entirely sep-
 arable, since, as noted, joiners were responsible for some
 carvings and art-related supplies at Our Lady's Pand.

 With the exception of 1548, the forties were a time of
 strong rent receipts (Fig. 12). The church must have re-
 garded the future as propitious, for in 1550-51 it undertook
 a program of additions (see Fig. 2). In 1550 the "Ypres Hall"
 (Halle van Ijperen), a cloth showroom rented by weavers
 from Ypres, was opened in the Cammerstraat house of the
 joiner Jan van Schooten, which abutted the northwest cor-
 ner of the Pand.115 The "new pand" (nyeuwen pandt) also
 opened that year, in the Cammerstraat house, "The Golden
 Apple." From 1554 to 1559 its fifteen places were rented
 by "vier singulaer personen," all joiners.116 Finally, in 1551,
 the "rear pand" (den pandt achter to comen duer den schil-
 derspand), with five rental places, was established in the
 house of the printer Jan van Loon, adjoining "The Golden
 Apple." Van Loon's property also included the entrance
 passageway connecting the Pand to the Cammerstraat.117
 These developments, in which exhibition space for cloth
 weavers and additional retailing opportunities for joiners
 were incorporated into the structure of Our Lady's Pand,
 provide further evidence that by the fifties it had ceased
 functioning primarily as an art market.

 Despite the optimism represented by these new facilities,

 Pand income shows more instability during the final two
 decades of its history than at any other period. The graph
 charts the sharp fluctuations in rents during the years 1543-
 60 (Fig. 5), while statistics reveal that renters were fre-
 quently having difficulty making their yearly payment and
 were occasionally paying for arrears (Fig. 12). Years of low
 Pand income generally correspond to years in which large
 numbers of renters occupied their stalls but did not pay
 rent (1548, 1551, 1552, 1553, 1555), and years of high Pand
 income generally correspond to years in which a substan-
 tial number of renters paid for more than one year's rent
 (1547, 1554, 1556, 1558). The volatility of income thus ap-
 pears to be largely determined by swings between years
 high in nonpayments and years high in back payments.
 This hypothesis is supported by correlations that indicate
 that statistically significant relations exist between the
 amount of Pand income in a given year, the number of
 nonpayments, and the number of additional payments."11

 The difficulty renters were having paying their rents is
 probably related to the hard times facing the south Neth-
 erlandish economy. During the fifties the economy entered
 a period of crisis that Van der Wee has characterized as the
 first "cracks in the wall of the well-being of the Low Coun-
 tries."119 In the first years of the decade, the Antwerp money
 market suffered from rising interest rates and a scarcity of
 credit. By 1552 city authorities were complaining about the
 decay of trade, and that year Charles V wrote to his son
 of "la pauvret6 de la place d'Anvers." Floods in the spring
 of 1555 were followed by famines in 1556-57. Spain intro-
 duced a system of direct income taxation as a result, but,
 even so, due to the expenses of the famine and its costly
 war with France, it was still forced to declare bankruptcy
 in 1557 and renegotiate the terms of its Antwerp loans. For
 the Antwerp economy, a further blow came that year with
 the collapse of the Truce of Vaucelles, which led to the
 institution of a trade embargo on French goods.

 Other signs of the decay of the Pand market include an
 increase, especially after 1551, in the number of places listed

 114 Van den Branden, 230-231.

 115 KAA, OR 15, 1551, fols. 19, 26v; cf. Vroom, 87.

 116 KAA, OR 15, 1551, fol. 31; 1554, fol. 34v. The four "singular" joiners
 were Dominicus Stackenborch, Jacob van Goorle, Heynrich Rogmans,
 and Janne de Jonge.

 117 KAA, OR 15, 1551, fols. 19, 32v; 1552, fol. 19v; 1554, fol. 35v; and
 OR 14, 1549, fol. 18v. During the fifties, the west side of the Pand, where
 the painters' places were located, was referred to as the schilderspand.

 118 In Fig. 12, each column of the first five columns under "Total" ("Rent-

 ers" through "No. Renters Paying More than One Year's Rent") was treated
 as an independent variable to test its strength in determining the amount
 of "Rent Paid," the dependent variable. The scale of possible coefficients
 is 1.0 (perfect correlation) to 0.0 (no correlation), with "+" signifying a
 corresponding correlation and "-" signifying an inverse correlation, and
 values of 0.4 to 0.6 indicating a moderate statistical correlation. For the
 relationship of "Rent Paid" to "More than One Year's Rent," the coefficient
 is + 0.473 (i.e., the former increases moderately in relation to increases
 in the latter); and for the relationship of "Rent Paid" to "Places Rent Un-
 paid," the coefficient is - 0.362 (i.e., the former decreases moderately to
 weakly in relation to increases in the latter).

 In a regression test, the independent variables having the greatest sta-

 tistical significance in determining the amount of total rent paid were
 "Number of Places Rented," "Unpaid," and "More." These were then tested
 for individual variable strength in determining "Rent Paid," the t-Test
 (90% or higher levels of probability were obtained for each of the three
 variables), and for the strength of the three as a group in determining
 "Rent Paid," the R-Squared Test. This value is 0.464 (i.e., statistically
 these three variables account for approximately 46% of the changes in
 the total amount of rent paid). I am indebted to Professor Alan Frishman
 for running these tests and assisting in their interpretation.

 Since the number of variables available for testing is so few, these results
 should only be taken as suggestive. Moreover, in relation to the graph,
 a further qualification is necessary. The practice of renters withholding
 payment in one year and adding back payment in other years skews the
 1543-60 income line, and thereby diminishes the graph's usefulness as a
 record of the annual rents due during those years. A more accurate index
 of the pattern of rents due is obtained by calculating five-year moving
 averages. These figures are listed in Appendix i, and by using this measure
 it will be seen that the high income mark at the Pand is likely to have
 been in the vicinity of 149 lbs. around 1556, rather than the clearly ex-
 aggerated sum of 215 lbs. actually received in 1554.

 119 This paragraph is based on Van der Wee, ni, 205-207, 209-220.
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 YEAR ARTISTS PRINTERS JOINERS NOTHDERS &ED TOTAL UNIDENTIFIED

 Number No. Renters Rent
 Number Number Number Number Number of Number Number of Places Paying More Paid

 Renters of Places of Places Receiving Than One (Brabant
 Rented Rent Unpaid Discounts Year's Rent Pounds)

 1543 32 2 25 9 68 69 0 0 0 144

 1547 24 0 41 6 71 75 5 21 19 128

 1548 23 0 40 6 69 73 25 0 1 98

 1549 24 0 40 6 70 73 10 0 7 126

 1551 17 1 44 13 75 83 23 0 5 118

 1552 17 1 43 13 74 81 42 0 1 76

 1553 20 2 45 12 79 83 22 04 121

 1554 18 2 43 10 73 81 16 018 215

 1555 17 1 44 9 71 83 31 43 108

 1556 17 1 43 11 72 86 14 26 9 149

 1557 17 1 36 6 60 78 9 45 2 120

 1558 16 2 38 3 61 79 9 14 13 152

 1559 16 0 35 3 59 78 8 51 98

 1560 12 0 23 11 46 54 9 2 16 82

 * = Places rented and occupied, i.e., excluding places listed as "standing empty" during the year

 12 The participation of artists, printers, and joiners at Our Lady's Pand, Antwerp, 1543-60
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 as being empty ("de plaetse heeft leech gestaen").120 The
 church started giving discounts on rental fees, probably an
 effort (ultimately a futile one) to stem the tide of departing
 renters (Fig. 12). With the exception of 1547, these dis-
 counts all occur between 1555 and 1560, when the number
 of renters was declining.121 Of the 117 discounts given,
 forty-five were offered in 1557 alone. Though the "new
 pand" did well once it was leased by the "four singular"
 joiners,122 the Ypres Hall had a more checkered history.
 Upon its opening in 1550, it was leased for four years at
 seventy-five pounds a year. The weavers left at the end of
 their lease, and the Hall was rented out at lower rates to
 individuals, including a pastry baker; it was also used as
 a storage depot. It staged something of a comeback in 1559
 when it was leased to joiners for thirty pounds a year,123
 but it was never the success the church must have envi-

 sioned. As for the rest of the Pand, the number of renters
 drop off precipitously after 1556, as does total income after
 1558 (Fig. 12). By 1560 there are no entries in the account
 books for either the "new pand" or the "rear pand."

 W.H. Vroom has demonstrated that an increasingly im-
 portant source of revenue for Our Lady's Church at mid-
 century consisted of rents from houses and shops on church
 property. By 1565 the church (now the Cathedral) was col-
 lecting rent on 105 houses and seventy-five shops.124 The
 income line for the glovers (Fig. 5) shows the revenue boom
 for their twenty to twenty-five shops, a phenomenal in-
 crease of 916.67% between 1538 and 1543. It must have
 been the twin realities of the decline in Pand rentals and

 the boom in house and shop rents that led the Cathedral,
 in 1560, to raze Our Lady's Pand. Two streets, Lange Pand-
 straat and Korte Pandstraat, were cut through the site and
 twenty-three new rental houses were constructed. The
 painter Lambert van Noort, father of Rubens's second
 teacher, lived in one of the Pandstraat houses from 1561
 until his death in 1571.11-

 By the time of its demolition, Our Lady's Pand had be-

 come a market primarily serving Antwerp's large popu-
 lation of joiners. Its location near the Schrijnwerkerstraat,
 where many joiners lived, must have made it ideal. By 1577
 the joiners had opened a pand of their own on the Kerk-
 hofstraat (Fig. 2), and in the seventeenth century a
 Schrijnwerkerspand was established on the nearby
 Geefstraat.126

 The Decline of Our Lady's Pand in Relation to the Chang-
 ing Marketplace

 The gradual decay of Our Lady's Pand as an art sales-
 room, which is discernable in the late 1530s in the falling
 income from boeklieden and brieflieden and which by the
 late forties was well advanced, was due in part to a fun-
 damental re-centering then underway in the Antwerp mar-
 ketplace. In 1532, in what proved to be a decisive event,
 the New Bourse opened (Fig. 13).127 It was the first exchange
 in Europe to be truly international, built for the use of mer-
 chants of all nations. In the words of Daniel Rogers, the
 English envoy, the Bourse was "a small world wherein all
 parts of the great world are unified."128 It combined finan-
 cial, wholesale commodity, and retail luxury markets un-
 der one roof. As a new kind of commercial and banking
 center, the Antwerp Exchange created an enormous sen-
 sation; indeed, subsequent exchanges in London (1566) and
 Amsterdam (1608) were modeled on it.129

 Erected just off the Meir, the Bourse was located outside
 the established city center - literally extra muros, al-
 though the fourteenth-century walls were no longer stand-
 ing. In 1540 the city opened a Painters' Pand or Schilder-
 spand in the second-floor gallery of the Bourse, and in 1553
 a large new Tapestry Pand was constructed on the other
 side of the Meir in the Schuttershoven.130 Artists, dealers,
 and publishers settled in the newly prominent neighbor-
 hood, and by mid-century the Meir had become the new
 business center of gravity in Antwerp and the Meir-Schut-
 tershoven axis had emerged as the new locus of Antwerp

 120 The totals of empty places by year are: 1552: 8; 1553: 6; 1554: 11;
 1555: 8; and interpolated estimates: 1556: 6; 1557: 9; 1558: 9; 1559: 11;
 1560: 12.

 121 In 1547 some of the discounts came to around 25 %, but for most years
 the discount is 10%. (". . . ende gecort voor den Xte [ = tiende] d[enier]
 de anno . . ."). While artists and joiners alike are given discounts in the
 fifties, in 1547 nineteen of the twenty-one discounts were given to artists.
 Was this an early effort to stop the exodus of artists, specifically?

 122 Rents jumped from 4 lbs. in 1552 to 26 lbs. in 1554.

 123 KAA, OR 15, 1555, fol. 28; 1556, fol. 26r-v; 1557, fol. 17v; 1560, fol.
 18.

 124 Vroom, 86, 137-144, app. i, graph i.

 125 Ibid., 87. See reproduction, his p. 86, for the layout of the two new
 streets. In the 19th century, the Korte Pandstraat was destroyed; the Lange
 Pandstraat is the present Pandstraat. Today, the main Post Office of Ant-
 werp stands on the site of Our Lady's Pand, at the corner of Pandstraat
 and Schoenmarkt.

 126 Geudens, (as in n. 2), 63, 67, 69.

 127 On the New Bourse, see Denuc6 (as in n. 19), 88-96; Ehrenberger (as

 in n. 10), 233-280; Vazquez de Prada, 131-135; Coornaert, II, 23, 26, 148-
 153; Van der Wee, ii, 111, 330, 367-368; F. Mauro, Le XVIe siecle euro-
 peen: Aspects economiques, Paris, 1966, 174-176; Voet, 261, 338-340; M.
 Girouard, Cities and People: A Social and Architectural History, New
 Haven and London, 1985, 140-142. On European exchanges generally, see
 Braudel, 1982, 97-114, and Ehrenberger, 281-332.

 128 Ehrenberger (as in n. 10), 238.

 129 N. Pevsner, A History of Building Types, Princeton, 1976, 195; Gi-
 rouard (as in n. 127), 141.

 130 For the Painters' Pand, see L. Guicciardini, Descrittione di M. Lodovico
 Guicciardini patritio Fiorentino di tutti i Paesi Bassi, altrimenti detti Ger-
 mania inferiore, Antwerp, 1567, 67; Van den Branden, 231-233, 244-245,
 250-251; Floerke, 62ff; Koch, 63-64; and Z.Z. Filipczak, Picturing Art in
 Antwerp, 1550-1700, Princeton, 1987, 21. For the Tapestry Pand, see De-
 nuce, xx-xxvii; H. Soly, Urbanisme en kapitalisme te Antwerpen in de
 16de eeuw: De Stedebouwkundige en industriele ondernemigen van Gil-
 bert van Schoonbeke, Brussels, 1977, 235-239; and Schlugheit, 1937 (as
 in n. 19), 110-119. Cf. also Vazquez de Prada, 82-85. A drawing showing
 the appearance of the Tapestry Pand, just prior to its destruction in 1829,
 is reproduced in Denuce, 5.
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 13 The New Bourse, Antwerp, 1531-32, engraving, from L. Guicciardini, Descrittione de M. Lodovico Guicciardini patritio Fioren-
 tino di tutti i Paesi Bassi, altrimenti detti Germania inferiore, Antwerp, 1581 (photo: Stadsarchief, Antwerp)

 art marketing.131
 Our Lady's Pand, built and operated by the Church as
 a fair market, was essentially a medieval enterprise; the
 new panden, by contrast, were "modern." They were sec-
 ular, municipal structures, conceived and functioning as
 permanent art markets, open on a daily basis.132 The Paint-
 ers' Pand, the first of this new generation of Antwerp pan-
 den - in addition to the tapestry salesroom, a 141-display-
 space jewelers' pand and a large silversmiths' pand were
 opened - was the first permanent art market in Europe.133
 As such, the authority of its example was felt widely, not
 only in Antwerp, where Our Lady's Pand shifted to year-
 round retailing between 1540 and 1543, but outside the city
 as well. Later in the century, for example, an art exhibition

 and salesroom was opened in the Wladislaw Hall in Castle
 Hradschin in Prague, modeled on the Antwerp Schilders-
 pand and used by artists connected with the court of
 Rudolf II.134

 The construction of the new panden was a response, in
 part, to the changed center of the city's business life, but
 equally to the huge expansion of the Antwerp art trade at
 mid-century, which, given their larger size, greater number,
 and modernity, these salesrooms could better accommo-
 date than the old ones. Tapestry weavers, jewelers, and
 silversmiths left the Dominican Pand during the fifties and
 transferred, respectively, to the Schuttershoven, to the Jew-
 elers' Pand, and to the Silversmiths' Pand.135 The New
 Bourse and its adjunct, the Painters' Pand, became the suc-

 131 Frans Floris, Hieronymus Cock, and Jan Snellinck lived in the neigh-
 borhood; the Forchoudt firm, the foremost Antwerp art dealers of the
 early 17th century, operated their business on the Meir. See Van de Velde
 (as in n. 85), 438, doc. 5, 444-445, doc. 20; Monballieu (as in n. 86), 252;
 J. Denuce, Exportation d'oeuvres d'art au 17e siecle a Anvers: La Firme
 Forchoudt, Antwerp, 1931, 9, 12. For tapestry weavers and dealers living
 near the Schuttershoven, see Soly (as in n. 130), 238.

 132 Emphasized by Floerke, 9; Moxey (as in n. 104), 110.

 133 For the other panden, see Thys., 99; cf. n. 135, below. On the Painters'
 Pand as the first permanent art market, see Koch, 63. For the Bourse's
 hours, see Vazquez de Prada, 131.

 134 Koch, 64-65, figs. 31a-31c.

 135 Schlugheit, 1937 (as in n. 19), 114; Thys, 99; and R. vande Weghe,
 Geschiedenis van de Antwerpse straatnamen, Antwerp, 1977, 275-276.
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 cessor to Our Lady's Pand.
 That book dealers were immediately attracted to the Ex-

 change is known from a city ordinance of 1533, which pro-
 hibited "itinerant booksellers" from exhibiting at the New
 Bourse.136 Antwerp book sales are later documented there,
 and a number of the city's leading printers established their
 places of business near the Bourse. These included Hierony-
 mus Cock, whose house, De Vier Winden, was located "bij
 de Nieuwe Beurs"; Geraard de Jode, who lived on the ad-
 jacent Katelijnevest; and Tielman Susato, who lived on the
 Twaalfmaandenstraat, leading into the Bourse from the
 Meir.137 An additional incentive for booksellers to quit the
 Pand in the thirties and relocate in or near the Bourse may
 have been the desire to dissociate themselves from the

 Church, in view of the new bans on printing Reformation
 books and the generally deteriorating religious climate in
 Antwerp. 138

 Artists probably began transferring from Our Lady's
 Pand to the Painters' Pand within several years of its open-
 ing in 1540.139 Between 1543 and 1547, the number of artists
 exhibiting at the old pand dropped by 25% (Fig. 12). By
 the 1560s the Painters' Pand had grown to around a hundred
 shops, filling all four sides of the Bourse gallery.140 The scale
 of its marketing, as both internal and external evidence sug-
 gests, must have far surpassed that of its predecessor. In
 1565 Bartholomeus de Momper, a painter-dealer, rented the
 entire Schilderspand (he sublet shops and booths to indi-
 vidual artists) for 1,258 florins - about twice the amount
 of the highest rent received at Our Lady's Pand during its
 peak.141 One of the shops in the Painters' Pand, that of the
 painter-dealer Jan van Kessel, when inventoried at the time
 of his death in 1581, included six hundred paintings, more

 than eighty prints, maps, copper plates, and several bun-
 dles of drawings and prints.142 About the same time, de
 Momper purchased a stock of prints, books, maps, and
 "cunsten" - presumably for his business at the Exchange
 - of such value that he pledged half a house on the Ar-
 enbergstraat as security.143

 The opening of the Schilderspand, and the concomitant
 eclipse of Onser Liever Vrouwen Pand, coincides with those
 decades when the Antwerp art trade, in terms of volume
 of business, was entering its sixteenth-century apogee, es-
 pecially in international export.144 As R. van Uytven ob-
 served, "From being a luxury, [the art] trade became or-
 dinary, but massive."145 In 1553, for example, ships leaving
 Antwerp for Spain and Portugal carried more than four
 tons of paintings and about 70,000 yards of tapestry.146 In
 the seventies, Plantin exported 52,000 missals and brevi-
 aries to Spain during a six-year period.147 For the Nether-
 landish economy, the exportation of tapestries accounted
 for about 4.375 % of the value of all Netherlandish exports
 by the 1550s, and for countries with a strong demand for
 such wares, the percentages would have been even higher.148
 Tapestry exports to France, for instance, constituted around
 16.1% of the total Netherlandish exports there.149 Antwerp
 was the center of Netherlandish exportation - Leon Voet
 estimates that it handled 80% of the traffic.iso In contrast
 to the seventeenth-century Dutch art market (which was
 directed mainly toward home consumption), sixteenth-cen-
 tury Antwerp, like Bruges, was an "exterior" rather than
 an "interior" market.151 Although regional sources of tap-
 estry and painting supply were necessary to supplement
 local production,152 Antwerp at this period was probably
 the largest all-round art producer in Europe. In the 1560s

 136 Denuc6 (as in n. 19), 92, 109-112, app. vii.

 137 Riggs (as in n. 99), 54, 68-69, n. 36; Delen (as in n. 99), 150; Forney
 (as in n. 85), 25.

 138 Suggested by Kristine Forney in correspondence of 10 January 1987.
 For the early Reformation in Antwerp, see E. de Moreau, Histoire de
 l'eglise en Belgique, iv, Brussels, 1949, 224-271; L.-E. Halkin, La Riforme
 en Belgique sous Charles-Quint, Brussels, 1957, chaps. ii-iv.

 139 Van den Branden, 232; Vroom, 83.

 140 Coornaert, 11, 150.

 141 Van den Branden, 232. 1258 fl. = 3141/2 Brab. lbs. At Our Lady's
 Pand, the highest five-year moving average is 149 Brab. lbs. (App. I, 1556;
 cf. n. 118 above). For the biography of de Momper, see Thieme-Becker
 (as in n. 71), xxv, 51; Delen (as in n. 99), 73-74, 93, 170; and Rombouts
 and Van Lerius, 186, 271, 275, 283, 318.

 142 J. Denuce, De Antwerpsche "konstkamers, " Inventarissen en kunstver-
 zamelingen te Antwerpen in de 16e en 17e eeuwen, Antwerp, 1922, 12.
 Denuc6 published the date of the document as 1583, but the annotation
 written in the margin of the copy of the book in the SAA library notes
 that Van Kessel died on 17 September 1581, and that the inventory was
 made the next day. The original document comes from SAA, Notariaat
 1478, P. Fabri, 1583.

 143 Van de Velde (as in n. 85), 476-477, doc. 82.

 144 Cf. Van der Wee, 11, 188, 192, 193, 226, 276, n. 39; Goris (as in n. 5),
 302.

 145 Van Uytven (as in n. 5), 36.

 146 Goris (as in n. 5), 302, 303. The number of aunes of tapestry exported

 that year was 91,414 (1 Brabant aune = 695.64mm.; Doursther, as in
 n. 46, 33). For further on the 1553 exports, see L. van der Essen, "Con-
 tribution a l'histoire du port d'Anvers et du commerce d'exportation des

 Pays-Bas, vers l'Espagne et le Portugal A l'6poque de Charles-Quint (1553-
 1554)," Bulletin de l'Academie Royale d'Archeologie de Belgique, iII, 1920,
 58-59; and Coornaert, 11, 183.

 147 Vazquez de Prada, 86. On Plantin's print exportation, see A.J.J. Delen,
 "Christoffel Plantin als prentenhandelaar," De Gulden Passer, x, 1932,
 1-24.

 148 Calculated from Brulez's figures of 700,000 fl. for the value of Neth-
 erlandish tapestry exports and 16 million fl. for the total value of Neth-
 erlandish exports. See W. Brulez, "The Balance of Trade in the Nether-
 lands in the Middle of the Sixteenth Century," Acta Historiae Neerlandicae,
 iv, 1970, 41, 43.

 149 Calculated from Brulez's estimates for France (ibid., 41-42, 43, n. 1).

 150 Voet (as in n. 5), 314.

 151 Larsen and Davidson (as in n. 85), 37.

 152 At the Tapestry Pand in the Schuttershoven, weavers from Brussels,
 Enghien, Oudenaarde, Diest, and St. Trond exhibited, as did Antwerpers
 (Denuc6, xxv). One indication of the practice of importing paintings is
 the documentation concerning the Antwerp painter-dealer Jan de Vos.
 Early in the 16th century, he made two large payments - 58 Brab. lbs.
 13 s. and 20 lbs. 13 s. 4 d. - to the Malines artist Jan van Wavere for
 the delivery of paintings. See F. Donnet, "Jean van Wavere, peintre ou
 sculpteur malinois," Bulletin du cercle archeologique, litteraire et artis-
 tique de Malines, xxvi, 1921, 10.
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 the city had approximately 300 painters and sculptors and
 124 gold- and silversmiths.153 By comparison, Rome in the
 1530s probably had fewer than 200 painters, and Bruges in
 the 1560s had about eighty gold- and silversmiths.154

 Although institutions, such as monasteries, churches,
 hospitals, and municipalities, were regular buyers of ready-
 made art on the Antwerp market, the driving force behind
 the massive expansion of the sixteenth-century art trade,
 especially the export market, was the influx of foreign mer-
 chants during the fairs and as city residents.155 Merchants
 frequently bought art in quantity for resale, and they were
 also important in providing capital for the tapestry indus-
 try.156 The large inventories on display at the city's panden
 must have facilitated buying in bulk. Pand markets accom-
 modated foreign merchants and visiting buyers in other
 ways as well. The pand's concentration of goods catered
 to those unfamiliar with the city, and it would have been
 easier and faster for visitors, usually in town for a brief
 period, to purchase ready-made art at a pand rather than
 to commission custom work from an artist.157 Even so, pan-
 den may have additionally served as sites where out-of-
 towners could commission artists whose exhibited work

 they found to their liking. This is suggested by the example,
 cited above, of the abbot of Vauclair commissioning Peeter
 Quintens to make an altarpiece like the one (by Quintens?)

 on display at Our Lady's Pand.

 Conclusion

 To the many distinctive contributions made by Antwerp
 in the realm of early modern economic and urban history
 - what Braudel calls "the originality of Antwerp"15" - we
 now need to add her significant art-historical contribution:
 the first public art marketing on a massive scale, built upon
 a network of specialized salesrooms, of which several were
 novel kinds of structures. By my count, some sixteen dif-
 ferent public outlets, including art and art-related show-
 rooms and specially designated sales or auction areas,
 served the early Antwerp art market between 1430 and
 1580.159 The fifteenth-century panden operated by the Do-
 minicans and Our Lady's Church, and the sixteenth-cen-
 tury panden individually serving painters, tapestry weav-
 ers, jewelers, and silversmiths, were by far the most
 important; of these, Our Lady's Pand stands out as among
 the most notable. Its primary distinction rests on the fact
 that it was the first building in Europe to be constructed
 specifically as an art exhibition and sales area. For this rea-
 son, it can justifiably be considered the first authentic art
 salesroom of the early modern era. And for the better part
 of a century, Our Lady's Pand was the largest centralized
 art market in Europe, hence the clearest expression of the

 153 Floerke, 154; Dubbe and Vroom (as in n. 1), 35. These membership
 figures, it should be noted, exclude journeymen painters and apprentices.
 The former, quite numerous, were explicitly entitled to sell their own
 paintings at fairs (Campbell [as in n. 82], 46-47). Nor does this take into
 account the foreign artists visiting Antwerp, a very large population
 throughout most of the 16th century. See Van den Branden, 117-121, 150ff;
 and Goris and Marlier (as in n. 56), 24-36 and passim.

 154 In 1534, the Roman guild of painters, miniaturists, and embroiderers
 numbered 220 members, according to P. Partner, Renaissance Rome, 1500-
 1559: A Portrait of a Society, Berkeley and London, 1976, 92. For the
 metalworkers' figures for Bruges (and other Northern cities), see Dubbe
 and Vroom (as in n. 1), 35.

 155 The importance of merchants in fueling demand has been emphasized
 by Sosson (as in n. 62), 91-92, for the Bruges art market ca. 1500. Coor-
 naert, I, 358-406, gives a provisional list of the French merchants who
 worked in or with Antwerp during the period 1460-1585. My estimate of
 the number of merchants in his list, counting about ninety names per page,
 comes to around 4,500; this may, however, be high (some duplication of
 names may occur).

 For churches buying altarpieces on the Antwerp market, see Averbode
 monastery (Lefevre [as in n. 70], 51-53; Szmydki [as in n. 91], 32-34); and
 the churches at Rykel and Oostbroek (J. Helbig, La Peinture au pays de
 Lidge et sur les bords de la Meuse, Liege, 1903, 111; W.R. Valentiner, "Jan
 de Vos, the Master of Frankfurt," Art Quarterly, viii, 1945, 198). A hos-
 pital in Lille bought a large silver reliquary in Antwerp in 1515; in 1509
 it had purchased an altarpiece from the Antwerp painter Adriaen van
 Overbeke (M. Vandalle, "L'Apport artistique des &coles flamandes a Lille
 du XIVe au XVIIe si&cle," Revue belge d'archeologie et d'histoire de I'art,
 viii, 1938, 51, 52). For north Netherlandish cities sending representatives
 to purchase gold- and silvergilt work and tabernacles on the Antwerp
 market, see Dubbe and Vroom (as in n. 1), 34.

 156 On merchants buying in quantity, see Goris and Marlier (as in n. 56),
 58 (Sebald Fischer); Slootmans (as in n. 6), 11, 642 (Adolf Colckman);
 Vazquez de Prada, I, 86, n. 162; Doehaerd (as in n. 5), in, 18, no. 2250

 (purchase of a "tonneau," or 1000 kg, of paintings), 53, no. 2486 (purchase
 of a small packet of images; actually, the original document reads, "een
 cleyn pacxen prenten": SAA, Schepenregister 143, 12 Nov. 1512, fol.
 104v). In the paintings trade, the competition from merchant-dealers was
 serious enough that the Brussels Guild of St. Luke sued a group of Ant-
 werp merchants for selling paintings at the fairs. See Baes (as in n. 1),
 124.

 For merchants speculating in the tapestry trade and providing financ-
 ing, see J. Strieder, Aus Antwerpener Notariatsarchiven: Quellen zur
 Deutsche Wirtschaftsgeschichte des 16. Jahrhunderts, Wiesbaden, 1962,
 3-11, doc. 1, 164-165; doc. 235, 352; doc. 675; Doehaerd (as in n. 5), 11,
 296, no. 2040; S. McKendrick, "Edward IV: An English Royal Collector
 of Netherlandish Tapestry," Burlington Magazine, cxxix, 1987, 521-522;
 Denuce, xv-xvi; and F. Edler, "The Effects of the Financial Measures of
 Charles V on the Commerce of Antwerp, 1539-1542," Revue belge de
 philologie et d'histoire, xvi, 1937, 667, 672 (on the Van der Molen). Mer-
 chants also played a role in the diffusion of prints and as middlemen in
 the book trade. Cf. J. Kuhnmunch, "Le Commerce de la gravure a Paris
 et a Rome au XVIIe si'cle," Nouvelles de 1'estampe, Lv, 1981, 13, 15; and

 Voet (as in n. 44), 1i, 1972, 393.
 157 Wilson, 1986 (as in n. 1), 1764; Jacobs, 213.

 158 Braudel, 1984, 154-157; and cf. Braudel, 1982, 96.

 159 The fourteen outlets identified so far in this paper, in approximate
 chronological order of origin, are: the Beghard convent, St. John's Church,
 the Dominican Pand, Our Lady's Pand, the Friday Market, the Parchment
 House, the Painters' Guild hall on the Grote Markt, the Spanish Pand,
 the Tapestry Pand on the Cammerstraat, the Painters' Pand at the New
 Bourse, the Tapestry Pand in the Schuttershoven, the Jeweler's Pand, the
 Silversmiths' Pand, and the Joiners' Pand on the Kerkhofstraat. In ad-
 dition, tapestries were displayed, 1530-40s, on the Korte Klarenstraat
 (known, at the time, as the Tapitsierstrate); and an auction area, at which
 art was sometimes sold, was formed at the west end of the Meir when
 the Meir canal was vaulted over at mid-century. See Denuce, xix; Floerke,
 192-193, nn. 93, 95; Wegg (as in n. 11), 234. Cf. also n. 12 above.
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 new method of art retailing. Its success, like that of the
 Dominican Pand before it, proved the commercial viability
 of outlet art marketing. Even more, the scale of its growth
 vividly demonstrated just how important this kind of mar-
 keting and, for that matter, the art trade in general could
 be to the larger economy.160 The result was that the city
 took over the art trade, first by opening a painters' Pand
 at the new center of business life, and then by constructing
 additional panden.161 In the end, Onser Liever Vrouwen
 Pand was a victim of its own success.

 To an even greater degree than Our Lady's Pand, this
 "second wave" of art markets uniquely positioned Ant-
 werp's artists and their products at the center of the Eu-
 ropean commercial and financial stage, and in this way
 became one of the factors that led, as Zirka Filipczak has
 shown, to significant improvements in the status and
 professional self-consciousness of the city's painters around
 1550.162 It is also becoming clear that the habit of producing
 art directly for the market had a decisive impact upon the
 stylistic and iconographic shape of Antwerp art during the
 sixteenth century. This has been demonstrated by Stephen
 Goddard for the work of the Master of Frankfurt and his

 shop, and by Lynn Jacobs for the production of Antwerp

 wood-carvers.163 Future research will undoubtedly add to
 the number and kinds of instances of this market-shaping-
 the-art relationship, what Erik Larsen and Jane Davidson
 call Umstandsentstehung - "creation arising from the cir-
 cumstances," or "the causal link between the origin and
 flowering of given stylistic forms and concepts by exterior
 circumstances."164 Although the authors developed this
 concept to account for the correspondence between the
 character of seventeenth-century Dutch art and its eco-
 nomic environment, the task now at hand is to define more
 fully and precisely the ways in which the institution of pub-
 lic art marketing in the Southern Netherlands during the
 fifteenth and sixteenth centuries exerted a similarly form-
 ative effect.165

 Dan Ewing, who obtained his Ph.D. from the University
 of Michigan in 1978, has published articles on Michelan-
 gelo 's Bruges Madonna in the Revue belge d'archeologie et
 d'histoire de l'art, on Jan de Beer in the Jaarboek van het
 Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerpen, and
 on Hans Rottenhammer and on Richard Upjohn [Depart-
 ment of Art, Hobart and William Smith Colleges, Geneva,
 N. Y. 14456-3397].

 160 The city understood the economic benefits of the art trade and the
 prestige of having famous artist-residents. In 1521 Antwerp offered Ddrer
 a house and three times his annual Hapsburg pension if he would settle
 in the city (Valentiner [as in n. 155], 201). It paid a stipend to Pieter Coecke
 for introducing the industry of painting tapestry cartoons, and a stipend
 to Tielman Susato for founding the music-printing industry (Van den
 Branden, 153-154; Forney [as in n. 85], 18). The city repeatedly offered
 special privileges to induce tapestry weavers and cartoon painters to im-
 migrate to Antwerp (Denuce, xxiII-xxiv).

 161 The changed nature of the artistic-economic reality in Antwerp is ev-
 ident in the city's action in creating the new panden. It was the city, after
 all (n. 42 above), that in 1484 had originally conferred upon Our Lady's
 Pand monopolistic control of art sales during the fairs; now, fifty-six years
 later, it was the city that broke that monopoly by establishing a competing
 market at the New Bourse.

 162 Filipczak (as in n. 130), 2-6, 21. In 1988, she restated her argument:
 "It is safe to say that the existence of the Schilderspand increased the
 professional consciousness of Antwerp painters. Their sense of audience
 in particular seems to have been intensified by the greater visibility, local
 and international, that the new displays provided for their work"; Z.Z.
 Filipczak, "Antwerp and the Specialized Marketing of Paintings," paper
 read at the Annual Meeting of the College Art Association, Houston,
 1988.

 163 S.H. Goddard, "Brocade Patterns in the Shop of the Master of Frank-
 furt: An Accessory to Stylistic Analysis," Art Bulletin, LXVII, 1985, 410-
 417; Jacobs, 214-224, 226-229.

 164 Larsen and Davidson (as in n. 85), 59-60.

 165 By way of some preliminary remarks, it might be noted that in Ant-
 werp the interaction of market and art production led, broadly, in two
 divergent directions. On the one hand, as Goddard and Jacobs have dem-
 onstrated (n. 163), market demand resulted in the standardization of im-
 ages and in the development of industrial modes of workshop organi-
 zation and manufacture; on the other hand, it resulted in the evolution
 of distinctly individualistic styles; and in certain instances, these two tend-
 encies converged.

 Other than in sculpture, the momentum toward standardization is most
 evident, early in the century, in the paintings of the Antwerp Mannerists,

 with their anonymity, proliferation of copies and variants, use of stock
 types and poses, migration of motifs, and frequent disregard of technical
 refinement. It is also tempting to interpret the Mannerist emphasis upon
 brilliant coloristic display as responding to the same market force cited
 by the contemporary Antwerp firm of Van der Molen, commission mer-
 chants for the Hondschoote cloth industry, who acknowledged that, "...
 it is the color, not the quality, that sells the serge," - and added that,
 for "good" color, Italian buyers would pay a stiver more (Edler [as in
 n. 10], 254, nn. 19-20).

 The exaggerated, idiosyncratic style of Patinir's mountainous land-
 scapes, it could be argued, was an effective strategy for establishing iden-
 tity and demand for a market product, much as the hyperbolic style of
 Master H.L.'s sculpture was, in Baxandall's view, a retailing tactic in con-
 temporary Germany (M. Baxandall, The Limewood Sculptors of Renais-
 sance Germany, New Haven and London, 1981, 120-122). The number
 of copies after Patinir and the prominence of his followers and imitators
 (R.A. Koch, Joachim Patinir, Princeton, 1968), like the proliferation of
 Bosch copies and the development of the "fire landscape" (N.A. Corwin,
 "The Fire Landscape: Its Source and Its Development from Bosch through
 Jan Brueghel I, with Special Emphasis on the Mid-Sixteenth Century Bosch
 'Revival'," Ph.D. diss., University of Washington, 1976), leads, as does
 the problem of Metsys forgeries (n. 113 above), to that point where in-
 dividuation and standardization merge.

 Finally, these latter instances underscore the enormous power of the
 market in promoting iconographic and stylistic specialization. An early
 Antwerp example in painting of the former is the cult of the Adoration
 of the Magi, especially among the Antwerp Mannerists. The biblical story,
 with its attention to foreigners bringing exotic goods to the Child, has
 often been regarded - rightly, in my view - as an analogue to the activity
 of merchants in the Antwerp marketplace (see, e.g., L. Silver, The Paint-
 ings of Quinten Massys, with Complete Catalogue Raisonn6, Montclair,
 N.J., 1984, 47, 179). In this connection, however, it has not been noted
 that a distinctive iconographic feature of the early Antwerp Magi pictures
 is their portrayal of the kings' retenue as cargo carriers (camels laden with
 bales, servants opening packing chests filled with wares, etc.). I have
 counted forty-two examples of the cargo-carrying motif in the Antwerp
 Magi photographs in the files of the Rijksbureau voor Kunsthistorische
 Documentatie alone, and many other instances are to be found in the
 reproductions in Friedlinder, Marlier, and others.
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 Appendix I
 Income From the Rental of Stalls Let by Our Lady's Church, Ant-
 werp, 1465-1560

 Accounts for the years 1466-67, 1541-42, and 1544-46 are missing,

 Our

 Lady's General Stall-
 Year Pand Stalls Glovers house

 1465 -- 121

 1468 19 91 -- --
 1469 27 88 -- 35
 1470 34 a 54 b -- 57 c
 1471 28 106 12 6
 1472 25 99 11 6
 1473 29 111 12 6
 1474 21 99 13 6
 1475 21 58 12 6
 1476 26 99 14 6
 1477 22 57 14 6
 1478 26 71 14 6
 1479 33 71 15 6
 1480 35 74 14 6
 1481 37 76 15 6
 1482 35 76 14 6
 1483 42 71 10 6
 1484 35 68 14 6
 1485 38 74 13 6
 1486 46 83 14 6
 1487 44 83 14 6
 1488 27 84 14 6
 1489 26 60 13 6
 1490 33 70 13 6
 1491 24 74 13 6
 1492 23 69 13 6
 1493 27 72 14 6
 1494 28 67 13 6
 1495 27 65 13 5

 1496 27 68 12 4
 1497 28 70 14 4
 1498 29 70 13 4
 1499 28 69 13 4
 1500 30 69 13 4
 1501 30 69 12 4
 1502 30 77 -- 16
 1503 30 73 8 16
 1504 56 67 14 4
 1505 64 51 14 4
 1506 66 86 14 4
 1507 67 63 13 4
 1508 68 71 13 4
 1509 71 69 13 4
 1510 71 71 13 4
 1511 72 69 13 4

 a = Rents from the Pand and craemhuyse are combined this

 year in the entry for each fair.

 b = Rents from gemevne cramen are entered only for the

 Bamismarkt this year.

 c = In addition to the combined entries (n. a above), a

 separate craemhuys entry is also given for the

 Sinxenmarkt this year.

 and the 1550 account exists only in fragmentary form. Amounts are
 in Brabant pounds, rounded to the nearest pound. Amounts in par-
 enthesis after Pand and Glovers rents, 1548-58, are five-year moving
 averages (cf. n. 118).

 Our

 Lady's General Stall-
 Year Pand Stalls Glovers house

 1512 74 74 13 4

 1513 76 76 15 --
 1514 75 75 18 --
 1515 74 93 17 --
 1516 81 98 18 4
 1517 99 57 9 7
 1518 103 95 15 8
 1519 97 94 12 8
 1520 101 93 18 8
 1521 95 93 17 8
 1522 100 93 17 8
 1523 93 101 16 13 d
 1524 90 94 16 13

 1525 89 89 14 12
 1526 86 88 13 12
 1527 86 90 13 6
 1528 82 90 12 6
 1529 74 97 15 6
 1530 80 92 14 6
 1531 78 80 14 6
 1532 76 72 11 6
 1533 76 77 6 6
 1534 67 80 7 4
 1535 66 80 5 4
 1536 67 85 5 4
 1537 58 61 6 4
 1538 62 56 6 4
 1539 58 66 -- 4

 1540 67 67 -- 4

 1543 144 55 61 4

 1547 128 -- 71 --

 1548 98 (123) -- 50 (64) --
 1549 126 (109) -- 73 (59) --
 ]550 (frag.) -- 50 (55) --
 1551 118 (108) -- 67 (59) --
 1552 76 (131) -- 36 (71) --
 1553 121 (128) -- 71 (89) --
 1554 215 (134) e -- 107 (76) --
 1555 108 (147) -- 84 (83) --
 1556 149 (149) -- 80 (86) --
 1557 120 (125) -- 72 (72) --
 1558 152 (120) -- 86 (72) --
 1559 98 -- 38 --
 1560 82 -- 83 --

 d = Income from die van Helmont conij vellen vercoopers

 vanden selven [craem-1 huvs is included in the 1523-26

 entries.

 e = Income from the Ypres Hall, first recorded this year

 (under a separate heading), has not been added to the

 Pand income for this or subsequent years.
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 Appendix II
 The Rental Histories of Artists Exhibiting Continuously at Our
 Lady's Pand, Antwerp, 1543-60

 Abbreviations used: b = balck(en), B = St. Bavo's Fair, C =
 Christmas, D = Discount (usually 10%), J = St. John's Day, RNP

 AERT ALLEYNS (1543-1550), WIDOW ALLEYNS (1551-1560):

 Paying
 For Year(s)

 Year Place/Balcken Annual Fee Ending Amount Paid

 1543 -- -- -- 2,10

 1547 -- 3,15 B46-47 7,2,6 D

 1548 -- 3,15 B47 [sic?] 3,15

 1549 -- 3,15 B48 3,15

 1550 -- 3,15 B49 3,15

 1551 1 place 3,15 B50 3,15

 1552 1 1/2 b 3,15 -- RNP

 1553 1 1/2 b 3,15 B51 3,15

 1554 1 1/2 b a 3,15 B52-53 7,10

 1555 1 1/2 b 3,15 B54 3,15

 1556 1 1/2 b 3,15 B55 3,7,6 D

 1557 1 1/2 b 3,15 B56 3,7,6 D

 1558 1 1/2 b 3,15 B57 3,15

 1559 1 1/2 b 3,15 B58 3,15

 1560 1 1/2 b 3,15 B59-60 5,12,6

 a = eende de plaetse tsegen over op de leech syde heeft peter
 [de Vos] en[de] de weduwe mede voor een huer

 PHILIPS LYSAERT

 Paying
 For Year(s)

 Year Place/Balcken Annual Fee Ending Amount Paid

 1543 -- -- -- 3,15

 1547 -- 5,12,6 B46 5,0D

 1548 -- 5,12,6 B47 5,12,6

 1549 -- 5,12,6 B48-49 11,5

 1550 -- 5,12,6 -- RNP

 1551 2 places, 7 b 5,12,6 B50 5,12,6

 1552 2 places, 7 1/2 b 6,5 B51 6,5

 1553 2 places, 7 1/2 b 6,5 B52 6,5

 1554 2 places, 7 1/2 b 6,5 B53 6,5

 1555 2 places, 7 1/2 b 6,5 B54 6,5

 1556 2 places, 7 1/2 b 6,5 B55 5,12,6 D

 1557 2 places, 7 1/2 b 6,5 B56 5,12,6 D

 1558 2 places, 7 1/2 b 6,5 B57 6,5

 1559 2 places, 7 1/2 b 6,5 B58 6,5

 1560 2 places, 7 1/2 b 6,5 B59 5,15 D

 = Rented and occupied, but No Payment received. The account year
 runs from 25 December-24 December; thus: 1543 = 25 Dec. 1542-
 24 Dec. 1543. Amounts are in Brabant pounds, shillings, and deniers
 (1 lb. = 20 sh. = 240 d.); thus: 3,15 = 3 lbs. 15 sh., and 3,7,6 =
 3 lbs. 7 sh. 6 d.

 JAN DE MOELENEER (DE MOLDER)

 Paying
 For Year(s)

 Year Place/Balcken Annual Fee Ending Amount Paid

 1543 6 1/2 feet -- -- 2,5

 1547 -- 2,5 C46 2,5

 1548 -- 2,5 C47 2,5

 1549 -- 2,5 C48 2,5

 1550 [not listed: fragmentary account]

 1551 ist place 2,5 C49 2,5
 2nd place a 0,15 C49 0,15

 1552 ist place 2,5 C50 2,5
 2nd place 0,15 C50 0,15

 1553 ist place 2,5 C51 2,5
 2nd place 0,15 C51 0,15

 1554 ist place 2,5 C52-53 4,10
 2nd place 0,15 C52-53 1,10

 1555 ist place 2,5 -- RNP
 2nd place 0,15 -- RNP

 1556 ist place 2,5 C54 2,5
 2nd place 0,15 C54 0,15

 1557 2 places 3,0 C55 2,14 D

 1558 2 places 3,0 C56-57 5,14 D

 1559 2 places 3,0 C58 3,0

 1560 2 places 3,0 J59-60 4,8

 a = een cleyn plaetsken

 b = ont[fangen] Joh[ann]is voer onderhalf jaer minder twee
 s[cellingen] verloere[n] rent gelt
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 PEETER QUINTENS

 Paying
 For Year(s)

 Year Place/Balcken Annual Fee Ending Amount Paid

 1543 -- -- -- 2,0

 1547 -- 2,15 J47 2,9,6 D

 1548 -- 2,15 -- RNP

 1549 -- 2,15 J48 2,15

 1550 -- 2,15 J49 2,15

 1551 1st place a 1,7,6 J50 1,7,6
 2nd place a 1,7,6 J50 1,7,6

 1552 1st place 1,7,6 J51 1,7,6
 2nd place 1,7,6 J51 1,7,6

 1553 1st place 1,7,6 J52 1,7,6
 2nd place 1,7,6 J52 1,7,6

 1554 1st place 1,7,6 J53 1,7,6
 2nd place 1,7,6 J53 1,7,6

 1555 1st place 1,7,6 J54 1,7,6
 2nd place 1,7,6 J54 1,7,6

 1556 1st place 1,7,6 J55 1,4,9 D
 2nd place 1,7,6 J55 1,4,9 D
 3rd place 1,10 B55-56 2,17 D

 1557 ist place 1,7,6 J56-57 2,12,3 D
 2nd place 1,7,6 J56-57 2,12,3 D
 3rd place 1,10 B57 1,7 D

 1558 1st place 1,7,6 J58 1,7,6
 2nd place 1,7,6 J58 1,7,6
 3rd place - 1,10 C58 1,10

 1559 1st place 1,7,6 J59 1,7,6
 2nd place 1,7,6 J59 1,7,6
 3rd place 1,10 C59 1,10

 1560 1st place 1,7,6 J60 1,7,6
 2nd place 1,7,6 J60 1,7,6
 3rd place 1,10 C60 1,10

 a = Identified as places number 11 (1st pl.), 12 (2nd pl.)

 b = The new place is place number 10

 c = welche plaetse leech gestaen va[n] bamis ivi3 tot kers[mis]

 Ivi],l vierendeel jaers

 PEETER DE VOS

 Paying
 For Year(s)

 Year Place/Balcken Annual Fee Ending Amount Paid

 1543 1 b [sic?] -- -- 2,15

 1547 -- 2,15 C46 2,9,6 D

 1548 -- 2,15 C47 2,15

 1549 -- 2,15 C48 2,15

 1550 -- 2,15 -- RNP

 1551 -- 2,15 C49 2,15

 1552 1 1/2 b 2,15 C50-51 5,10

 1553 1 1/2 b 2,15 C52 2,15

 1554 1 1/2 b 2,15 C53 2,15

 1555 1 1/2 b 2,15 C54 2,15

 1556 1 1/2 b 2,15 C55 2,9,6 D

 1557 1 1/2 b 2,15 C56 2,9,6 D

 1558 1 1/2 b 2,15 C57 2,15

 1559 1 1/2 b 2,15 C58 2,15

 1560 1 1/2 b 2,15 J[59]-60 a 4,2,6

 a = voer and(er]half jaer
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